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 Note to User

The following manual and the accompanying Parent Manual have been used in several clinical
research protocols.  The latest study was a randomized clinical trial that demonstrated that
Behavior Intervention for CHange ARound Growth & Energy! (Be In CHARGE!) was more
efficacious than a similarly structured program that provided only the Nutrition Education
component of these manuals.  The program has been exported to other research protocols and
successfully implemented by other research teams.  The teams typically had five days of training
using the manuals and protocols.  In the absence of training, the user of these manuals should
consider several steps before using the protocol.  Each session identifies key learning points
throughout the sessions.  These key points are followed by sample dialogue.  Users of the
manual should familiarize themselves with the key points and may choose to use the sample
dialogue or modify it to match their individual presentation style.  The important aspect is that
the KEY POINT is communicated to the children.  It is also critical that leaders of the Child
Group are familiar with child behavioral management principles.  While these principles are
outlined in Session 1, role play is often critical to successful implementation in a treatment
situation.  It is important that the group leaders give the children the didactic information in a fun
and interactive manner.  It is most common for “new” group leaders to ask children questions,
before they give them information about the lesson.  For example, in training sessions leaders in
training most often will ask children “What do you need energy for?” before they give them
information on the fact that energy is needed for “running, jumping, playing basketball” etc.  It
will be important that information be given in small manageable “chunks” with opportunities for
active participation and plenty of praise for the children.  This teaching style is described within
each lesion.  In addition, it is critical that the group leaders are familiar with the lessons and have
an understanding of how to use activities described.  For example, in Session Two the child
group leader needs to be familiar with each child’s typical food/beverage intake and be prepared
to give children “energy” booster suggestions relevant for each child.   Please note that calories
are only referred to as energy in the child group sessions and an emphasis is on getting energy to
do fun things and to grow, not gain weight.  Finally, many of the activities for the children’s
group are adapted from common children’s games.  Users should feel free to adapt other
activities that focus on energy and nutrition that they feel would be more relevant and enjoyable
to the families they are seeing.
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GUIDELINES FOR CHILD GROUP LEADER

 I. Child Management Strategies

A. There are three types of child management strategies to be employed in running a
treatment group.  The integrated use of these strategies is the ultimate goal of this
training program.

1. Differential Attention:  The systematic use of praising and ignoring to
increase desirable behavior and decrease undesirable behavior.

2. Manual guidance:  The physical guiding of a child to engage in a desired
behavior.  This is always used in conjunction with differential attention.

3. Time Out:  The removal of the child from the ongoing activity and access to
reinforcement.  This should follow undesirable behavior and last for a brief
two to three minute period.

 II. Use of Differential Attention

A. This is the most basic and the most important child management strategy to be
employed.  Differential Attention is the systematic use of praising and ignoring.

1. Praise is the specific description of the child's desirable behavior and a
positive evaluation.

a. Examples:  "Kelly, you are sitting up nice and straight at the table."

b. When using praising with groups you should include several children
in the praise statement or make several praise statements in a row.

Example:  "Paul, I like the way you came in the room so quickly.  And
Mary Jane, you're already sitting at the table.  Great!  You know just
what to do.  Sam is sitting down, and so is Peter.  Terrific.  We can get
started right away."

c. Non-examples:  "Greg is sitting nice and still—you should too Kevin."

d. Behaviors to be praised: Sitting still, looking at group leader while she
is talking, raising hand, asking questions, talking in a grown-up voice,
being polite, listening, keeping hands on lap/table, engaging in desired
activity, following instructions.

2. Ignoring is the withdrawal of all attention for a brief period.  This should be
used when a child is engaged in an inappropriate, but not harmful, behavior.  In
groups you often have one child who is not cooperating as much as the other
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children.  Usually this is the child who gets all the attention because the leader
is busy giving "stop" instructions like, "John, stop talking."  A more effective
strategy is to ignore and not to answer, look at, or respond to John until he is
quiet, while simultaneously praising cooperative behavior of other children.

a. Behaviors to be ignored: Fidgeting, looking around room,
daydreaming, giggling, making funny faces, whining, making funny
noises, kicking feet under table.

B. Timing: Using Praising and Ignoring Together.  Praising and Ignoring are most
effective when used together in a systematic fashion.

1. For an individual:

a. Example:  In the above situation where John is being ignored for
talking, it is imperative that he be given attention as soon as he is
quiet.  "John, I like the way you are listening."

b. Non-example:  Be Careful not to say things like "John, I like the way
you are being quiet now."  This draws attention to the undesirable
behavior.

2. For a group:

a. When you are praising one child for a desirable behavior (e.g.,
answering a question), do not give equal attention to a child engaged
in an undesirable behavior by giving an instruction, "Jim, sit down."

b. Ignore the inappropriate behavior and focus on a child doing the right
thing.  "Jane, you answered that question right.  Peter, I like the way
you are sitting and listening so carefully."

C. Rate of Praise.  The group leader should be proactive, not reactive.  By using praising
effectively, the group leader can effectively eliminate the need for "stop" instructions
such as "Stop talking,” "Sit down," or "Raise your hand."  If you find yourself using
any of these instructions, this is a cue that you are not praising enough.  Throughout
the session, the group leader should be giving praise statements at the rate of two to
three per minute.

1. Find good behaviors:

a. Sitting: "Jake you are sitting very handsome."

b. Paying attention:  "Carrie, I like the way you are paying attention and
watching so closely."
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c. Raising hands:  "Wow! Look at all those hands, Sara, Kevin, and
Jake."

 i.  Answering questions:  "Sam, I'm going to give you five because
you’ve answered so many questions.  Excellent!"

d. Trying hard:  "Jane, you're really working hard.  You ate your whole
sandwich."

2. Vary your specific praise statements.  Don't get stuck on "Good Job."  Be
creative!!!

3. Gear your praise statements to the child's age level. Don't talk down to a 10-
year-old.

D. Contingent Use of Group Activities as privileges and rewards

1. When the group is engaged in an activity, the performance of any of the tasks
should be viewed as a privilege to be given out contingently.  The way to do
this is to describe a desirable behavior the child was doing and state that that is
the reason they get to do a task.  This allows for praise and immediate reward.
This also reduces the number of instructions necessary to be given to run a
group.

a. "Paula, you are really paying attention, you can help me pass out the
sandwiches."

2. The children who finish eating first may also be allowed to do special things
like color.

a. "Jerri, you ate your whole snack really fast.  You can go color."

 III. Use of Manual Guidance

A. Manual guidance is the removal of an object or the guiding of the child through an
appropriate behavior.  It should be used when ignoring alone is not decreasing the
undesirable behavior.

B. To use manual guidance, the group leader should simply and matter-of-factly
physically guide the child through the desired behavior without talking or making eye
contact with that child.  When performing manual guidance, it is helpful to be
continuing the ongoing activity with the other children.  In other words, the whole
group should not stop because you are putting someone in their seat.

1. Behaviors that may need the use of manual guidance:
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a. Getting out of seat repeatedly.  Leaving their seat may be more
reinforcing than staying in their seat for some children, especially if
they get into things.  If ignoring the child and attending to others who
are in their seat does not correct the situation, i.e., the child does not
immediately return to seat, then manual guidance is indicated.  Simply
take the child by the arm and place him/her in their seat without
talking or making eye contact.  Manual guidance should be conducted
in a calm and matter-of-fact manner.  Simultaneously, continue the
ongoing activity with the rest of the group.  "I like the way Jane is
eating her snack.  Jane because you are eating so well you can pour the
juice."

b. Playing with food, group activity tools (i.e., paper, pictures, scissors),
or picking up things they are not suppose to.  When differential
attention is not decreasing these behaviors, then manual guidance is
indicated.  Here, the object being played with inappropriately is taken
out of the child's hands with only a one-sentence explanation, "We
don't play with food."  When said, it should be done firmly and
without further discussion.  When the object removed is something the
child needs to complete the group, such as their food, the object should
be returned without any talking after the child has been appropriate for
15 seconds.  Objects not necessary for the completion of the group
should not be returned.  Objects such as toys brought from home
should be returned at the end of the session.

 IV. Use of Time Out

A. Time out is the contingent removal of a child from potential reinforcers.  This is
typically done by placing a child in a chair separate from the ongoing activity.  It
should be used for repeated offenses that do not respond to ignoring or manual
guidance, behaviors for which it is not possible to use manual guidance (i.e., excess
disruptive talking that has not decreased when ignored), or behaviors that warrant
immediate attention (e.g., aggression).

B. Implementation

1. Tell child with a firm tone and simple explanation what they did and what you
are going to do.  "We don't talk out in group; you must sit over here until I tell
you that you may come back.  You must sit here and be quiet."

2. Firmly guide the child and place him/her in a chair away from group with
his/her back to the group.

3. After two minutes have elapsed and the child has been calm and sitting quietly
for the last 15 seconds, release the child from time out by saying, "You are
sitting quietly; you may come back to the group."  If the child has not been
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calm by the end of two minutes, he/she should stay in Time Out until calm for
15 seconds.

C. Be sure to use praising and describing to keep child from returning to time out.

Outline of Topics for Child Groups by Week and Session

Week Session Topic
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1 1 Introduction: Learning How Food Gives Us Energy
Weight and height measurement
Topic:  Learn importance of food to get energy
Activity:  Body Drawing

2 0 No Meeting

3     2 Getting More Energy from Snack
Target meal:  Snack
Topic:  How to fit in snacks and choose high energy foods
Activity: Make collage of high calorie snacks and/or do Snack Timeline

4     3 Breakfast: The Most Important Meal of the Day
Target meal:  Breakfast
Topic:  Learning new rules for meals, set time for meals, and stay at table
until time is up
Activity: Breakfast Booster Drawing

5     4 Time to Review and Relax
No target meal
Topic: Home Rewards for meeting energy goal.  Learn relaxation to help
when feeling full
Activity:  Do relaxation in session and “Fun Things I Like to Do” Activity
sheet

6 5 Let’s Do Lunch
Target meal:  Lunch
Topic:  Boosting lunch calories
Activity: Games - Energy Bingo or “Mother May I?”

7 6      What’s for Dinner?
Target meal:  Dinner
Topic:  Learning to like new foods
Activity:  Decorate T-shirts

8     0 No meeting.  Transition to maintenance.

9              7 Last Treatment Group: “Sick Days” and Graduation Party
Discuss sick days and eating during recovery. Try high energy beverages.
Activity: Decorate Picture Frames
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SESSION 1

Introduction: Learning How
Food Gives Us Energy
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Session 1 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Paper Gowns (sized appropriately for children in group)

o Available from:  Owens and Minor Inc.
3300 Turfway Rd.

   Suite 120
Erlanger, KY
Phone number - (859) 282-7910

o Description - pediatric exam gown - fabri-soft, pediatric print, Item # 280.
o They come 50 per box and are approximately $19.87 per box.

• Measurement Tools/Equipment:
o Holtain Height board (wall mounted)
o Weight scale (calibrated)
o Pre-Tx Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Child Group Activity
• Five foot long sheets of brown postal paper for body drawing (one sheet for each child in

group)
• Crayons and/or Colored Markers
• Pencils
• Drawing of digestive system (should be taped to wall in child group for teaching)
• Toys and videotaped movies for free play and siblings

Food
• See Child Session One menu for food items
• Cooler (for transporting food)
• Ice

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzymes (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Menu for each child
• Example of "Helper" Sticker Charts (see parent manual)
• Stickers
• One example of trophy to be earned by children
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LEARNING HOW FOOD GIVES US ENERGY

 I. Greeting and Group Preparation

A. Greeting.  Greet each family as they arrive in a warm and cheerful manner.  It's
important to set a positive tone especially for children who may have difficulty
separating from their parents.  Let children know they will be weighed before group
begins, but that they will first be weighed in their street clothes so they just need to
take their shoes off before getting on the scale.

B. Obtain Enzymes.  Inform the parent(s) of what foods will be served in group today,
and obtain the appropriate type and dose of enzymes for the meal.

C. Set Calorie Goals.  Ask the parent if the child ate before coming to group so that the
snack goal can be appropriately modified.  That is, if the child had breakfast
immediately before arriving for a morning group, then the calorie goal for the session
meal should be set at half the child’s breakfast (or appropriate meal) goal.

 II. Obtain Anthropometric Measurements

 Goals:  To obtain accurate data as quickly as possible with minimal distraction and to
prevent the children from getting bored or disruptive.

Equipment/Supplies Needed:     Digital (Scaletronix) scale
    Holtain wall-mounted stadiometer
    One paper hospital gown for each child
    Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

A. Obtain Anthropometric Measurements.  As each child comes in, begin taking her
height and weight measurements.  All measurements should be taken by a trained
“measurer” following the measurement protocol. Suggested Protocol:

Gordon CC, Chumlea WC, Roche AF. (1988). Stature, recumbent length and weight.
In: T.G. Lohman, A. F. Roche, R. Martorell (Eds.), Anthropometric standardization
reference manual (pp. 3–8).  Champaign IL: Human Kinetics Books.

1. Weight.  Start by measuring weight in street clothes without shoes.  This is the
least intrusive measure and will allow the child to become used to the
measurer.

GOALS: 1.  OBTAIN INITIAL HEIGHT AND WEIGHT
2. PROVIDE INTRODUCTION TO TREATMENT
3. TEACH CHILDREN TO BE PART OF FOOD MONITORING
4. SERVE PRACTICE MEAL
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a. Be sure to praise behaviors that are important to obtaining an accurate
weight.  These include standing still, hands at side, and stepping up on
the scale calmly.

2. Height.  Next, measure the height of the child in street clothes without shoes.
Follow measurement instructions provided to ensure accurate measurement.

a. [Again praise behaviors such as standing still, standing straight, and
looking straight ahead.]  "You're doing a perfect job.  You are keeping
your eyes straight ahead and your head level, being patient, listening
to instructions, etc."

3. Weight in paper hospital gown.  Now, have the child change into a gown.
Repeat weighing.

a. Praise all desirable behaviors such as standing still, watching quietly,
asking good questions, being very brave, listening closely, etc.

4. Coordinate Tasks as Children Arrive.  When the first child is changing into a
paper gown, the second child can be getting the initial measures taken (i.e.,
weight and height in street clothes).  After the initial measures, the second
child can be changing into a paper gown while the first child is having
measures taken.  After completing measurements, the first child should change
back into his clothes and be guided back to the group to begin a body drawing.

 III. Group Building Activity:  Personalized T-Shirts

Materials Needed: T-shirts in various sizes
   Iron-on Letters
        Iron

A. Rationale.  An intangible but extremely important aspect of leading the nutrition
groups is the degree of cohesion felt by the children in the group.  There are several
ways in which the Group Leaders can build an atmosphere of cooperation among the
children and continuity across sessions.  For example, the children can be encouraged
to come up with a group name, a theme for their group, or even a group cheer (e.g.,
"Two, four, six, eight, who do we appreciate?  The Energizers!  The Energizers!
Yah!").  Group Leaders are encouraged to be creative in coming up with ways to
establish a positive rapport among group members and to encourage the children to be
active (rather than passive) participants.

B. Personalized T-shirts.  A tangible way to build in a sense of continuity across sessions
is to have the children in the group make personalized T-shirts.  At the beginning of
each session as children are arriving (or in Session One when they are waiting to be
measured or for other children to be measured) they can do one step in making a
personalized T-shirt that they can take home at the end of treatment.  At the beginning
of each session one “press-on” letter of each child's name can be ironed by the child
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onto oversized white cotton T-shirts.  At Session Six permanent cloth paints and glitter
can also be made available for decorating the shirts.  While the T-shirts should be
completed by Session Six, they should not be given to the children until Session Seven
so they will be dry and the children can wear them for a group photograph.

 IV. Activity:  Body Drawings

Goals:  To engage the children quickly in the group process and to orient them to thinking
about their bodies in a fun way.

Materials Needed: Five foot sheets of brown postal paper (one for each child)
Colored Markers
Crayons
An outline of a child illustrating the digestive system
One Trophy (an example of the trophy children can earn by helping
parents   monitor food intake)

A. Coordination of Activity.  As children finish their T-shirts they can start doing a body
drawing.  When the first child’s measurements have been completed, she can be sent
to do a body drawing.  In this way all children will be measured in the most expedient
manner possible while all children are occupied with an activity.

1. [The Group Leader in charge of this activity should introduce each child as she
enters the room and tell her she will be doing lots of fun activities today:
drawing and making snacks.]  "First, we are going to draw a picture of your
body that you can color in to look like you."

B. Description of Body Drawing Activity

1. Have each child lie down on a big brown sheet of postal wrapping paper.
Trace each child's body including feet and fingers.  While you are tracing,
praise the child for lying still, being cooperative, etc.  Talk about what you are
drawing to keep the child's attention.

Examples:

a. "Jane, you are lying so still I am able to trace all of your fingers."

b. "Now I'm tracing you feet, going up your leg, now I've got your arm.
Perfect, we are almost done."

Note to Group Leaders:  All dialogue examples are designed
primarily for younger children (ages four to eight).  If there are older
children in the group it will be necessary to use age-appropriate
language with these children to make them feel comfortable.
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2. Have the child stand up and look over the outline when you are done.  Tell the
younger child this is how big they are and that we will be taking their
measurements (or we have taken their measurements, depending on whether
the child has been measured yet). While they are waiting to move on to the
next activity, they can color in their body to look like them.  They can add
features such as their face including their eyes, mouth, hair, and clothes.  Then
allow children to color in the body giving help when asked.

3. Do not be concerned about the accuracy of the drawing.  Do not correct the
children's drawings (i.e., "Joe, you don't have brown eyes, you have blue
eyes.").  Instead, praise desirable behaviors such as concentration, steady work,
whatever colors the child may have chosen.  Use narrative-style praise to keep
the child engaged but minimizes disruption of the task.

Examples:

a. “Stevie, I see you are using the orange marker to color in your hands.
You are really working hard on your body drawing!”

b. “Wow, Sara!  You drew flowers on your body drawing, just like the
ones on your shirt!  What a good idea!”

 V. Rationale for Group

A. Transition to Meal.  After all the children have been measured, have them sit at the
table.  If they have not finished their body drawings, tell them they will be able to
work on it later if there is time, and everyone will get to take their drawing home so
they can finish it at home if they need to.

B. Child Introductions

1. Have children introduce themselves to each other.  Start with group leader and
then go around the table and ask each child his/her name.  If desired, you can
write names on name tags and have children wear them.

2. [Praise the children for saying their names in a clear, loud voice.] For example,
"Sam, that's a great name.  I like the way you said it too, nice and clear!”

a. [If someone does not answer or mumbles, you have two choices for
consequences: you can ignore her and go on to the next person, or you
can give the child a directive.] "Say Pam.”  [Praise compliance and
ignore and go on if a child is noncompliant.]

3. To warm children up, a good game is to have them give the names of the
children who have already introduced themselves until each child can name all
of the others.
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C. Introduction to Group.  Provide children with rationale for being in the group.

1. "Now that we know everyone, we should find out why we are here."

2. "We are here to have fun and to learn about energy.  People need energy for a
lot of things.  Kids especially need energy because they like to run, play
games, and do sports.  Kids also need energy to grow tall and strong."

a. Avoid rationale of weight gain.  Some older kids do not wish to gain
weight because being thin is commercially popular.

3. To effectively teach the children the lesson, repetition is necessary.  However,
repetition in a didactic, lecture style is extremely boring.  Therefore, it is
important to involve the children in the giving of information.  The best way to
do this is to ask the children about each part of the lesson as you cover it.  Be
sure to praise the children throughout the review and question asking.  You
may praise attending, listening to other children, answering questions, etc.
Each time you praise, also include part of the lesson.  This helps increase the
repetition without directly teaching.

Examples are as follows:

a. "Mary you are sitting so nicely and really listening.  What do kids
need energy for?  [She should answer with some part of the
information already given such as playing, running, or growing.  When
she does answer, take her information and expand upon it using a
praise statement.]  Mary, that's right!  Kids need energy to play.  Good
answer—kids need energy to run, play, and grow."  [Then ask another
child until you have been able to repeat the important point several
times and feel pretty comfortable that the children understand the basic
concepts.]

4. [Then go on to the next part of the lesson.] "We need energy for a lot of things.
Energy comes from food.  When we eat food our bodies ‘digest it’ or ‘break it
down’ to get energy from the food.  Where does energy come from?"   [After a
child answers, praise the child, and repeat their answer while expanding and
modifying it to reflect the correct version of the answer you would like the
children to understand.  For example if a child answered "From food."  You
could say, "That's right.  Energy comes from food.”]

5. Teaching of the Digestive Process

During this part of the discussion, refer to a body outline drawing that should
be hanging on the wall where the children can see it.  The drawing should have
the parts of the digestive system filled in (i.e., the mouth, esophagus, stomach,
small intestine, large intestine, and rectum).
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[Discuss the steps in the digestive process in simple and matter-of-fact terms.]
For example, "First, we put food in our mouth and chew it up into smaller
pieces."

[Ask questions and praise answers, listening, etc.]  For example, "Joey, what
happens when we put food in our mouth?  [Child answers]  That's right!  We
chew it up.  Good listening."

"Then, when we swallow, the food, it goes down this long tube here called the
esophagus."  [Question, answer, praise]

"From the esophagus, the food goes into the stomach where it gets broken
down into vitamins and nutrients.  Everything goes into this curled-up tube
here called the small intestine."  [Question, answer, praise]

"From the small intestine, your body gets the energy it needs." [Question,
answer, praise]

Each part of the discussion should be broken down into small steps and the
group leader should have the children participate by answering questions and
repeating information as discussed above.

6. The Importance of Enzymes.  “There is another very important thing that
happens when food is digested in your stomach.  Your stomach needs help
breaking down your food to give you energy, and so your stomach needs
something called enzymes.  Everybody here has CF and everybody here has to
take enzymes before eating.  The reason you have to take enzymes is to help
your stomach break down the food you eat and turn it into energy.  Children
who don't have CF have enzymes in their stomachs already, but children who
do have CF need to help out their stomachs by taking enzyme pills before they
eat.  If kids with CF don't take enzymes, they won't get energy from their food.
So, it's really important to take enzymes before eating so that your bodies get
energy from the foods you eat.”

7. What Do You Need Energy For?  You can involve the children by making it
more personal.  What do they need energy for?  With younger children,
emphasize the activities for which they need energy.  With the older children,
emphasize muscle development and growth.

"One thing children need energy for is to play their favorite games and
activities like skateboarding, jumping rope, roller-skating or rollerblading.
What do you like to do?  [Prompts may be used such as, “Who likes to ride
their bike?” Or, “Who likes to play baseball or softball?” “Anyone
skateboard?”  “What else do you like to do?”]  Another reason to get as much
energy as possible at mealtimes is so that your muscles will develop and you
will grow taller."
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a. Remember with each answer to praise and repeat the main points.  For
example if someone answers, "ride a bike" you can answer, "Sam you
like to ride a bike.  That is a good answer because riding a bike takes
a lot of energy."  As more children answer, vary your praise statement.
"That was an excellent answer Kate.  You like to do some high energy
activities."

8. "When you come to group each week we will teach you more about how to get
more energy for growing and playing.  This week we are just going to get to
know each other and have a snack.  And we are going to learn how to find out
how much energy we are getting.  We will talk about that while we are eating
our snack."

 VI. Snacks and Repetition of This Week's Assignment and Goals

A. Pass out snack.  [See snack menus]

1. Transition to Snack.  [Transition the children to snack with a clear instruction.]
"Now it is time to have our snack.  [Be sure to praise attentive children who are
engaged in behaviors you like.]  Mary, you are really listening nicely.  Sam, I
can see you are ready for snack.  You are sitting up and watching everything."

2. Administer Enzymes.  [It is critical that each child be given their enzymes with
apple sauce or a small cup of water immediately prior to eating snack.]
“Before you begin eating, it is very important that you take your enzymes so
you can get as much energy as possible from your snack today.  You can have
your snack as soon as you've taken your enzymes.”

3. Reward Cooperation.  [Have children who are sitting nicely, listening, and who
have answered a lot of question help pass out the snacks.”] For example,
"Carol, you answered a lot of questions so you can pour the milk.  [Be sure to
give specific instructions, do not be vague.  Always follow up with the child.]
Carol you did a great job.  I like the way Pete is watching as you are carefully
holding the milk.  Great, Sarah's milk is poured.  Now Sam can pour his own.
Carol, please pass the milk to Sam.  Great job!"

4. Prompt Eating.  [As soon as the children get their snacks tell them they can
start eating (otherwise you may be in group for a long time.]  "As soon as you
get your snack, you may start eating.  [Then work with the specific children to
get condiments etc.]  Sam, you are ready to start eating.  What would you like
on your waffle, chocolate chips or jimmies/sprinkles?"

B. Sticker Charts.  Once the children are settled with their food, you can go onto the next
part of the lesson which is explaining the use of sticker charts and how they must help
their parents keep track of what they eat.
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1. [As children are eating, tell them each week they come to group they will get
some homework.  This week their homework will be to help their moms and
dads write down everything they eat and drink.]  "Every time you come to
group you will get some homework and your parents will get some homework.
This week your parents have to write down everything you eat.  This way we
will know how much energy you are getting."

As soon as you give them some information ask them questions about it.  The
questions do two things: a) Keep the children from getting bored, and b) Allow
you to repeat what you just taught them.

Examples:

a. "What do your parents have to write down this week?  [Children
answer]  That's right. They have to write down everything you eat."

b. "Your job this week is to help them remember what you eat.  [Be sure
to ask them right afterwards], What is your job? [Answer] Great
answer, John.  You are really listening.  Your job is to help them
remember what you ate.  So you should be sure to tell them what you
ate.  Mary, how can you remind your parents?  [Answer]  That's right,
by telling them what you ate."

2. Reporting Food Eaten Away from Home.  "It is very important for you older
kids to tell your parents what you eat because sometimes you eat at a friend’s
house or at school.  So it will be very important to tell your parents what you
ate or they will not know.  Let’s practice how we tell our parents what we ate.
What are we eating now?  [Children answer—praise correct answers and
expand to encompass the whole menu being served.]  That's right you are
eating waffles.  What did you put on your waffle?  [Answer]  Good answer.
You are also drinking milk with chocolate syrup.  Kate, what can you tell your
mom you had today?"  [Continue praising, repeating answers and expanding as
necessary until all children can tell you all items that they ate during group.]

3. Introduce Trophy.  "Remembering what you ate and telling your parents is
hard work.  If you work hard this week and try to help your parents you can
earn this trophy."  [Bring out trophy and show it to them.  Explain to them
what they need to do to earn the stickers and the trophy.]

a. "To get the trophy you have to tell your mom or dad what you eat and
this is hard work.  But every day your mom or dad will ask you to
work with them/help them.  If you sit down with them and think about
what you ate and help them write it down they will put a sticker on
this chart.  [Hold up chart and point out places where the stickers can
be placed.]  You can get stickers for helping with breakfast, lunch,
dinner, and snacks."
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b. [Be sure to repeat the information by asking the children to repeat
back the contingency.  Start with the easiest information and work
backwards.]  Example, “Mary how do you get a sticker?  [She should
answer something about telling her parents what she ate.  You should
then answer by praising and repeating back the correct answer.]  Great
answer.  You get stickers by helping your parents.  You help your
parents by telling them what you ate at breakfast, lunch, dinner, and
snacks."

c. PRAISE, REPEAT, EXPAND.  "So, let's practice.  Today we are
having snack (breakfast) of waffles with ice cream and chocolate milk.
So when we go into the parents room what should you tell your mom
you ate, Carol?  [Expand upon Carol's answer as needed.]  That's
right.  You will tell them you had waffles with ice cream and jimmies
and chocolate milk to drink.  I like the way you remembered so much.
If you tell them that, you will get a sticker under snack for today."

4. Review Sticker Chart.  [Go back to the sticker chart.  Tell children that each
day they help their parents by talking about what they ate at breakfast, lunch,
dinner, and snacks, they get a sticker at each meal.  If they get a lot of stickers
each day they can get one at the bottom.]  "This square at the bottom tells us
you helped your parents a lot that day.  Each week you can get seven stickers.
Let’s count them.  [Point to the bottom row of squares and count them out loud
with the group.]  If you get a lot each week then you can get a trophy.   You
will need to get as many stickers as you can so that when you come back to
group you can get this trophy.  How can you get a trophy?" [Children answer
and then PRAISE, REPEAT, & ELABORATE as necessary.]

a. Be sure to tell the children they do not have to eat more.  They should
eat the same amount as they always do.  If they get “a lot” of stickers
by helping their parents remember what they ate each day, they earn
the trophy.

b. Repeat by asking the children what they have to do, what they get each
day, and how many stickers they need for a trophy.

c. "What do you have to do this week and next, eat more or just help
your mom and dad write things down?  John, you are sitting nicely
and your hand is up.  What do you need to do?  [Answer] That's right!
You need to help you mom and dad remember what you ate.  Good
answer."

d. Keep repeating the questions until everyone in the group has given the
correct answers.

5. Reward Eating.  Praise eating throughout the session.  Behaviors to notice
include eating quickly, taking big bites, thorough chewing, and asking for
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more.  Ignore non-eating behaviors throughout the session.  Behaviors to
ignore include eating slowly, making faces, playing with food, and whining.

6. Transition to Activity.  When the children have been able to correctly answer
the questions and have finished their snack, praise them and allow them to do a
special activity of finishing their body drawings and/or beginning to work on a
personalized T-shirt.

7. Calculate Calorie Intake.  As children finish eating, one group leader should
calculate calorie intake for each child.  If a child does not finish by the end of
group, deduct food remaining from food served to arrive at total calories
ingested.  A copy of the menu with these calculations should be made for
the parent.

 VII. Child Group Joins Parent Group

This is done during the last 15 minutes of the session.

A. Have children tell what they did today in their group.

1. "John, what did you draw today?"  [Praise answers.]

2. "Why are you coming to group?"  (To learn to get more energy for playing and
growing strong)

3. "What do you have to do this week?"  (Help mom and dad write down the
things I eat)

4. "What do you get every day that you help them?" (A sticker)

5. "If you get a lot of stickers, what do you get?" (A trophy)

End-of-Group Checklist:

• Give each child:
o Stickers
o Body Drawings

• Give to parents:
o Copy of menu with child's calorie intake
o "Helper" Sticker charts
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Suggested Menus

First Group Menu (p.m.)

CHILD _________________                DATE__________
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First Session or a.m. Snack Menu

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

1 Corn Dog 200

Condiments:
Mustard
Ketchup

(4cal/tsp)
(16cal/tsp)

10 Potato Chips 100

1/2 Cup Vanilla Ice Cream 134

6 oz. Root Beer 76

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

1/2 Duncan Donut
Chocolate Chip Muffin w/
1 T of margarine

225
100

Total: 325

Topping Choices:

1/2 T Peanut Butter
1/2 oz Cream Cheese
1 T Strawberry Jelly
1 T Honey

50
50
48
64

Drink:
8 oz  Whole Milk
w/ 2 T of Syrup

150
100

Total: 250

Total Calories
Consumed:
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SESSION 2

Getting More Energy from Snack
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Session 2 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Weight scale (calibrated)
• Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Activity
• Copies of "Snack Timeline"
• Colored Construction paper
• Pictures of high calorie snacks (cut from magazines)
• Glue sticks
• Crayons and/or Colored Markers
• Picture of "Fun Snacks" visual timeline for teaching (should be taped to wall in child

group for teaching)
• Toys and videotaped movies for “free playtime” and siblings

Food
• See “Child Session Two menu” for food items
• Cooler and Ice (for transporting food)

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzyme (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Menu for each child (with snack goals included)
• Example of “Snack” Sticker Charts (see parent manual)
• Stickers
• Copies of Snack Contract
• Trophies
• One example of Session Three trophy
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GETTING MORE ENERGY FROM
SNACK

 I. Greeting and Group Preparation

A. Greeting.  Greet each family as they arrive in a warm and cheerful manner.  It's
important to set a positive tone especially for children who may have difficulty
separating from their parents.  Let children know they will be weighed before group
begins, but that they will be weighed in their street clothes so they just need to take
their shoes off before getting on the scale.

B. Obtain Enzymes.  Inform the parent(s) of what foods will be served in group today and
obtain the appropriate type and dose of enzymes for the meal.

C. Set Calorie Goals.  Ask the parent if the child ate before coming to group so that the
snack goal can be appropriately modified.  That is, if the child had breakfast
immediately before arriving for a morning group, then the calorie goal for the session
meal should be set at half the child’s breakfast (or appropriate meal) goal.

D. Personalized T-shirts.  As children are arriving and after being weighed, allow them to
iron on a second letter to their T-shirt.

 II. Weighing

Equipment Needed: Digital (Scaletronix) Scale
Anthropometric Measurement Sheets for each Child

A. Weigh children

1. The children may be weighed as they arrive.

2. Weigh children in street clothes without shoes.

 III. Review of Sticker Charts

A. Obtain “Helper” Sticker Charts.  The sticker charts should be delivered from the
parent group promptly as the parental awarding of stickers does not need to be
verified.  There should be two sticker charts for each child.  Conduct a review of the

GOALS: 1.  MEASURE WEIGHT IN STREET CLOTHES
2.  REVIEW CHILDREN'S STICKER CHARTS AND AWARD

      TROPHIES
3.  REVIEW CONCEPT OF "ENERGY" FROM LAST SESSION
4.  GIVE ASSIGNMENT TO INCREASE SNACK CALORIES
5.  PROVIDE SNACK
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sticker charts at the beginning of group.  If the sticker charts are not delivered right
away, the Parent Group Leader should be prompted for these.

B. Review each child’s sticker chart with the whole group and award trophies as
appropriate.  Remember that trophies are contingent on compliance with homework
assignment and thus should not be awarded non-contingently.  If a child does not work
during the week and is given a trophy anyway, the child will learn that he can get a
trophy for doing nothing.

1. Awarding Trophies.  Praise each child (one at a time) who received stickers.  A
criterion number of stickers was intentionally not specified to the children in
the previous session, so all the children should earn a trophy regardless of the
number of stickers.

Examples of praise statements include:

a. "Sam, you got one, two, three, four, five stickers for last week and one,
two, three, four, five stickers for this week.  You got ten stickers total!
You’ve earned a trophy.  Here it is.  You can hold it while we look at
everyone else's charts. Congratulations."

b. "Mary Beth, you got six stickers—three each week!  Wow!!  You must
have done an excellent job of helping your parents keep track of what
you ate these past two weeks."  [Hand child the trophy while you are
talking.]

2. Withholding Trophies.  If a child does not have any stickers on his or her chart,
determine the reason for this:

a. If the parent forgot to award stickers, but the child was helpful in
remembering what she ate, then the parent should provide the
appropriate number of stickers during the session and the child should
be awarded a trophy.  It should be made clear to the parent that the
sticker charts should be completed during the week so that they child's
compliance is rewarded immediately.

b. If the parent never asked the child to help remember what she ate, or
the child was not helpful and did not remember what she ate, then a
trophy should not be awarded.

For children who did not earn any stickers, simply tell them they will have
another chance to earn a trophy this week.

[Sample dialogue]:
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c. "Carol you don’t have any stickers on your chart, so you didn’t earn a
trophy this week.  If you try hard and get all the stickers you need, you
can get a trophy next week."

3. Removing Trophies.  Give each child his or her trophy to hold during the
review part of session.  Do not remove a trophy from a child if she is looking at
and attending to it more than she is attending to the rest of the review.  Only
remove a trophy if the child becomes disruptive with it.  After the review,
trophies can be collected from everyone who received them and set aside until
the children leave to join the parents’ group at the end of the session.

 IV. Review

A. Preparation.  To teach today's lesson the group leaders must know: 1) the children's
existing snack times from their baseline diet diaries, 2) the children's baseline snack
foods, 3) ways to make the children's baseline foods higher in calories, and 4) a variety
of high calorie snack foods.  In preparing for the group it’s suggested that the group
leaders make a list of each of the above and have it handy throughout the group.

B. Teaching Approach.  To teach the material remember to 1) first provide the
information you want the children to know, 2) ask the children to repeat the
information by asking them a question about it, 3) praise the children for correct
answers and 4) incorporate the material into the praise statement (thus allowing for
two repetitions of the material each time it is presented).

C. Review.  As a transition to the new material BRIEFLY review what they learned at the
last group.

1. "Let’s talk about what we have learned so far.  Last time we were here we
learned that we need energy to grow tall and to play.  We also learned that we
get energy from food.  What do we need energy for?  [Have children tell you
things like playing and growing.  Praise their answers and repeat back the
information as part of the praise statement.]  That's right we need energy to
play and grow.  Good remembering.  Now, where do we get energy from?”
[Again use praise to repeat the information.]

 V. New Information - How to Get More Energy from Snack

A. Introduction.  "This week we are going to learn how to get more energy through
snacks foods.  Snacks are a good place to start as they can be spaced around the day.
Plus, snacks are fun!  We can do this in two ways: 1) by eating more snacks each day
and 2) by eating snack foods that have more energy."

B. Increase Number of Snacks per Day
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1. Begin with increasing the number of snacks per day.  Start by discussing the
times they usually have snacks.  This is where you will need the data from the
children's diet diaries.

2. [Tell the children what times they have snack and when they could add a
snack.  Then have them repeat the information.]  Example: "Greg, you have a
snack before bed each night.  Good Job!  You can get even more energy by
having a snack after school and before bed.  When should you have snacks this
week?  [Child answers]  That's right!  You should have snacks after school and
before bed.  You are learning how to get extra energy very fast; good
listening."  [Repeat with each child.  If a child already has two to three snacks
wait and talk about their snacks when you are covering snack foods.]

3. [If a child does not consistently get snacks each day instruct them to have
snacks two to three times per day depending on age and school schedule
(preschoolers can have three snacks, where older children usually only have
time for two snacks per day).]  "Sam, sometimes you have snacks after school.
To get more energy this week you should have snacks after school and after
dinner everyday.  When should you have snacks?  [Child answers] That's right!
You should have snacks everyday, after school and before bed.  I like the way
you learned that so fast. That was some excellent remembering."

C. Increase the energy from snack foods

1. "The second way we can get more energy is to eat higher energy snack foods."
[Again the list of snack foods the children already eat from the baseline data is
necessary for this part of the group as well as the list of general high energy
foods listed in parent manual handout.  Begin discussing what the children are
eating at snack and tell them how they can add to their snack to increase the
energy they get.]  "Sam, you drink juice at snack.  That isn't as high energy as
milk.  You can also add energy if you put chocolate syrup in it.  Chocolate milk
has the most energy.  What would be a better drink at snack? [Child answers]
Wow! You learned that quickly!  You are right.  Chocolate milk at snack has
the most energy.  I like the way you are really paying attention and learning
everything."  [You can also ask the children what they can add to increase the
energy of their snacks.  Good additives are peanut butter and cheese (see
"Spreadables and Addables" Handout for Session Three).]

2. [Introduce high calorie foods that the children may not be eating now.  Use the
current snack foods from group and refer to snack foods list (see parent manual
handout).  Remember to tell the children foods and then have them repeat
them.  You can also ask questions contrasting snack foods and requiring the
children to discriminate high from low energy snack foods.]  Example:
"Peanut butter is a high energy food.  What would be a better snack: a peanut
butter sandwich or plain bread?"
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 VI. Give Assignment for the Week:  Eat More at Snack

A. "Last week you were supposed to help your parents remember everything you ate.
This week you need to start to eat more food to get more energy.  We are going to start
with an easy place to get more energy—eating more snacks.  It's easy to get more
energy from snacks because you can eat a lot of small snacks or one or two big snacks.
This way you can start to teach your stomach to eat more food slowly."

B. Introduce Sticker Charts for Snack.  "Just like last week, we are going to have you
keep track of what you do by using a sticker chart.  [Hold up snack sticker chart.] This
week whenever you eat a high energy snack you will get a sticker right here. [Point to
the sticker square.]  This square is extra big so you can fit in two or three stickers
depending on how many snacks you are supposed to get.  What will you get if you eat
high energy snacks? [Children respond]  That's right—you will get a sticker for eating
high calorie snacks. That was a good answer.  Jason, you are supposed to eat two
snacks every day, so how many stickers can you get? [Jason responds] Perfect
answer.  You can get two stickers every day because you are supposed to eat two
snacks every day."  [Review each child's snack assignment with them.]

C. Explain About Stickers for Other Meals

1. "There are places for stickers by breakfast, lunch, and dinner, too, but you don't
have to eat more food here.  You just have to eat the SAME AMOUNT you
always do.  If you eat the same amount at breakfast, lunch and dinner you will
get a sticker by them.  What do you get if you eat the same amount at
breakfast, lunch and dinner? [Children answer] Great listening!  You get a
sticker if you eat the same amount of food at breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
[Ask another child], What do you have to eat at breakfast, lunch and dinner to
get a sticker? [Child answers]  That is absolutely correct—you just have to eat
the same amount that you always did to get a sticker."

2. "Your parents will be able to help you because they are learning how much
you usually eat and that is how much they will give you.  Your parents will
give you the right amount and if you want your sticker, you just have to eat
what your parents give you."  "John, your parents will give you the right
amount.  If you want a sticker, what should you do? [Child answers] That is
exactly right.  If John wants a sticker, he should eat what his parents give him.
John, you’re really learning well.  You’ll probably be able to get a lot of
stickers this week."

D. Explain How to Get a Trophy
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1. Earning Stickers.  "Now look down here at the bottom of the sticker chart.
This square says, 'I ate all my food today.'  This means you ate more snack and
the same amount of breakfast, lunch and dinner.  If you do this then your mom
or dad will put a sticker in this square.  How do you get a sticker in this
square?"

2. Sticker Criterion.  "If you get five out of the seven 'I ate all my food today'
stickers this week you get the second trophy.  How many stickers do you need
to get the next trophy?"

3. Review.  Review information on how they get a sticker at the bottom and the
number of stickers necessary to get a trophy.  Go over sticker chart.

a. "What is your goal this week?"  (Answer: to eat more at snack)

b. "When you eat more snacks, what should you eat at dinner?"
(Answer: They need to eat the same amount of dinner as they always
have.  If they eat less, they will not be able to get a sticker at dinner.
They do not have to eat more at any other meal, just the same amount
as always.)

c. "If you eat more at snack and the same amount at breakfast, lunch, and
dinner on five out of the next seven days, then you can get a trophy."
[Show the children the next week's trophy.]

4. Talk about trophies.  Why do people get trophies?  People usually get trophies
for doing things that are hard or for doing something very good.  Examples:
People get trophies for playing baseball.  People get trophies when they win
contests.  The children in the group have to do something that is hard—teach
their stomachs to accept more food.  When they do this, we want to reward
them for doing a hard job very well.

E. Introduce Snack Contract.  [Tell the children that their assignment for the week is to
eat more at snack and to eat the same amount of food they usually eat at breakfast,
lunch, and dinner.  If they agree to do this and earn five stickers out of seven days,
then we agree to award them a trophy for all their hard work.]  "This paper says that
each of you agree to do this."  [Have each child sign their name on the “Snack
Contract.”]

 VII. Activities: High Calorie Snack Collages and Visual Timeline

Collages and Drawings: appropriate for children 4-11; Visual Timeline: appropriate for children
ages 7-11

Materials Needed: Colored construction paper
White paper
Pictures of high calorie snacks (e.g., cut from magazines)
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Child-safe scissors
Glue sticks
Copies of visual timeline for snacks (See Activity Section)
Colored markers
Crayons

A. Introduce Children to Activity Choices.  You will want to guide children toward age-
appropriate activities (i.e., visual timeline for older children and the collage and
drawing materials for younger children).  The goal of each activity is to begin teaching
the children the relative calorie content in different foods.  There are several ways to
meet this goal as described below.

1. Lay out materials for activities and tell children that they can choose to: (a)
make a collage of all the high energy snacks that they like to eat, (b) draw a
picture of their favorite snack, or (c) work on a "Snack Timeline" which will
help them figure out when they can fit more snacks into their day.  Of course,
if there is time, children may do more than one activity.

B. Encourage Active Participation.  There are several strategies that might be used to
sustain the children's interest and encourage active learning.

1. Snack Collage.  First, the children may be encouraged to look through food
magazines themselves and actively select snack foods to include in their
collages.  It is important that the Group Leaders ensure "quality control" within
the activity by making sure that only high calorie snack foods are in pictures.
Also make sure that the children are taught how to make appropriate snack
choices by combining low energy foods with high energy additives (i.e., peanut
butter to fruit).

2. Second, allow the children to be creative by drawing snacks for which there
isn't a picture.  Again, you might also suggest that they each draw a picture of
their favorite snacks.

3. Snack Visual Timeline.  Put out several copies of the visual timeline drawing
and work with children to figure out when they can add snacks into their day.
Younger children have difficulty with this more abstract activity and should be
encouraged to make a collage or drawing instead.  Even older children may not
understand the goal of the activity without some guidance.  Group Leaders
should work with each child individually to make sure that they understand
how to use to the Timeline.  By working with children in this way, it is
possible to obtain information about the number of snacks they are currently
eating and information about their daily schedules so as to tailor snack
recommendations.  The children can also color in this drawing and draw in a
picture of themselves having a snack at the specified times.

 VIII. Pass out Snacks [Approximately 45 minutes into group]
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A. Preparation.  In order to effectively run the child's group and teach the new
information group leaders must:  1) be familiar with each child's snack calorie goal, 2)
be familiar with the calories available per food offered in session, 3) be able to provide
a combination of foods available to meet the exact amount of calories necessary to
meet each child's calorie goal.

B. Serving Snacks.  "For snack today, we get to have [INSERT NAME OF SNACK
HERE.  BE SPECIFIC.  TELL THE CHILDREN EXACTLY WHAT THEY WILL
HAVE].”

If the group is held in the morning, the snack will be muffins and Power Milk.  If the
group is held in the afternoon or evening, the snack will be Nachos and Power Milk.

1. Enzymes.  [It is critical that each child be given their enzymes with apple sauce
or a small cup of water immediately prior to eating snack.]  “Before you begin
eating, it is very important that you take your enzymes so you can get as much
energy as possible from your snack today.  You can have your snack as soon as
you've taken your enzymes.”

2. Provide Toppings.  The basic snack foods served will provide sufficient
calories to meet each of the children's calorie goals for snack.  However,
because the children need to learn to increase the density of calories in the
foods they eat (i.e., “get lots of energy”) they will be offered a choice of
toppings:  1 Tbs. guacamole or 1 Tbs. sour cream for the Nachos; 1 Tbs. of
honey and/or 1 Tbs. of butter for the muffins.

3. Praise Healthy Choices.  [Throughout the snack praise children who are eating,
eating quickly, chewing their food, and swallowing.  These are the eating
behaviors we want to teach and promote in the home environment.  As one
leader is setting the plates down in front of the children the other group leader
can be offering each child a choice of toppings.  Praise the children for making
smart choices.] "Excellent, Sam.  I like the way you make smart choices.  The
guacamole will give you extra energy."

4. Reward Good Eating Behaviors.  As you pass out the snacks remember to
constantly praise children for paying attention, sitting in their seats, listening,
etc.  When possible, allow children who are doing these things to help measure
and pass out snacks.

5. Ignore Non-eating.  If children say they do not like something, ignore their
complaints.  Do not get into a discussion of what they do not like or why.  If
someone says he likes something, praise him.  "I like how you like a lot of
different things, Joe."

6. Handling Food Refusals.  If a child refuses to choose a topping tell him one
time, "If you do not choose then I will put one on your plate."  Wait five
seconds to see if the child chooses a topping, then give him 1 Tbs. of the
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chosen topping and praise him for choosing.  If the child continues to refuse to
choose a topping, then place 1 Tbs. of a topping of your choice on the child's
Nachos without further discussion.

C. INFORMATION FOR GROUP LEADERS. You should not explain this to the
children until the end of snack.  This information will be reviewed in more detail at the
end of the lesson.  Once the children have chosen their snack topping, they must eat
their snack in order to be able to play or do the activity after the lesson.  As the
children finish their snack and the lesson material has been covered, the children may
be excused to do an activity.  Today's activities are pasting pictures of high calorie
snacks on paper and figuring out when to fit in extra “fun” snacks.

1. Allow children who have finished their snack to work on the activity until it is
time to join the parents group.  As soon as each child finishes, allow him to
glue pictures of high calorie snack on construction paper while the other
children are finishing.  Remember to praise the children throughout the group.

D. Calorie Intake.  As children finish eating, one group leader should calculate calorie
intake for each child.  If a child does not finish by the end of group, deduct food
remaining from food served to arrive at total calories ingested.  A copy of the menu
with these calculations should be made for the parent.

 IX. Children's Group Joins Parents' Group

A. When the group is over, the children should join the parents group and the session
should be reviewed.

1. Have the children tell what they learned (to get more energy from snack
foods).

2. Children should be able to tell parents what their assignment is this week (to
eat more snacks and more food at their snacks and eat the same amount as
always at other meals).

3. Children should be able to tell their parents the criterion number of stickers
needed to earn a trophy (stickers five out of seven days).

End-of-Group Checklist:

• Give Each Child/Parent:
o Trophy to each child who earned one
o Collage and/or Visual Timeline
o Snack Sticker Chart
o Stickers
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Suggested Menus
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A.M. Snack Menu or First Session

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

1/2 Duncan Donuts
Chocolate Chip Muffin w/
1 T of margarine

225
100

Total: 325

Topping Choices:

1/2 T Peanut Butter
1/2 oz Cream Cheese
1 T Strawberry Jelly
1 T Honey

50
50
48
64

Drink:
8 oz  Whole Milk
w/ 2 T of Syrup

150
100

Total: 250

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Snack Menu (p.m.)

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

10 tortilla chips 150

1-1/2 oz. cheese 150

1 T sour cream 26

Guacamole (1 avocado) 306

1/4 c. GORP 175

Drink:
8 oz  Whole Milk
w/ 2 T of Syrup

150
100

Total: 250

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Visual Timeline
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SESSION 3

Breakfast:
The Most Important Meal of the Day
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Session 3 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Weight scale (calibrated)
• Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Activity
• Copies of "Breakfast Booster" drawings
• Crayons and/or Colored Markers
• Child-safe scissors
• Glue sticks
• Toys and videotaped movies for “free play” and siblings

Food
• See “Child Session Three Menu” for food items
• Cooler and Ice (for transporting food)

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzyme (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Menu for each child with Breakfast goals included
• Breakfast Contract
• Example of Sticker Charts (see parent manual)
• Stickers
• Grab bag with prizes
• Trophies for each child
• One example of Session Four trophy
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BREAKFAST: THE MOST IMPORTANT
MEAL OF THE DAY

 I. Greeting and Group Preparation

A. Greeting.  Greet each family as they arrive.  Tell children they will be weighed in their
street clothes before group begins.

B. Obtain Enzymes.  Inform the parent(s) of what foods will be served in group today and
obtain the appropriate type and dose of enzymes for the meal.

C. Set Calorie Goals.  Ask the parent if the child ate before coming to group so that the
breakfast goal can be appropriately modified.  That is, if the child had breakfast
immediately before arriving for a morning group, then the calorie goal for the session
meal should be set at half the child’s breakfast goal.

D. Coordination of Session.  One group leader should be weighing all the children as they
arrive while the other group leader helps children iron on the next letter in their name
on their T-shirt.  Any child who is not being weighed should be engaged in finishing
their T-shirt with a Group Leader until all children have been weighed.  At that point,
when all children are present, the Leaders should begin the session.

 II. Weighing

Equipment Needed: Digital (Scaletronix) Scale
Anthropometric Measurement Sheets for Each Child

A. Weigh children

1. The children may be weighed as they arrive.

2. Weigh children in street clothes without shoes as per protocol.

 III. Review of Snack Sticker Charts

A. Collect Snack Sticker Charts.  The sticker charts should be delivered from the parent
group after the parental awarding of stickers has been verified.  Conduct a review of

GOALS: 1.  WEIGH CHILDREN IN STREET CLOTHES
2.  REVIEW SNACK STICKER CHARTS
3.  SET NEW BREAKFAST GOALS
4.  INTRODUCE ENERGY BOOSTERS AT BREAKFAST
5.  DESCRIBE ASSIGNMENT TO INCREASE BREAKFAST
6.   PROVIDE BREAKFAST AND PRACTICE NEW MEAL RULES

 DURING GROUP
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the sticker charts at the beginning of group.  If the sticker charts are not ready, defer
this review until later in the session.

B. Review each child’s sticker chart with the whole group and award trophies as
appropriate.  Remember that trophies are contingent on compliance with homework
assignment and thus should not be awarded non-contingently.  If a child does not work
during the week and is given a trophy anyway, the child will learn that he can get a
trophy for doing nothing.

NOTE:  An emphasis will be placed on having the children meet their Daily Total
Calorie Goals.  It will be left to the Parent Group Leaders' discretion to
determine whether a particular child reached or (closely approximated) his/her
Total Daily Calorie Goal in order to receive a trophy.  Thus, a child may earn a
trophy even if he/she did not earn the designated number of meal stickers on a
particular day.

1. Awarding Trophies.  Praise each child (one at a time) who received stickers.
The criterion number of stickers was five of the seven total stickers (i.e., “I met
my calorie goals today”).  Each child must earn 75% of the possible number of
stickers in order to earn a trophy.  Praise children for earning stickers.

Examples of praise statements include:

a. "Sam, you got -- let's see -- one, two, three, four, five stickers for snack
and all your daily calorie stickers on your sticker chart.  Perfect!!!
You are really getting extra energy!  This trophy is for you.  You can
hold it while we go over everyone else's charts.  Good Job."

b. "Sarah, it looks like you got all seven of your stickers.  That is
amazing!  You must be working very hard."

2. Withholding Trophies.  If the Parent Group Leader has determined that a child
did not earn the criterion number of stickers, a trophy should not be awarded.
Simply tell the child he or she will have another chance to earn a trophy this
week.  Be positive if the child got any of his or her stickers and explain why he
or she did not earn a trophy.  Encourage the children who are not doing well to
keep trying to earn their trophy.  Remind them they can earn their breakfast
trophy next week if they work hard to make their “energy goal” at breakfast.

Sample Dialogue:

a. "Greg, you did a nice job of eating what you were supposed to at
breakfast and lunch every day this week.  Good job.  What were we
working on last week?  [Prompt—snack]  That's right we were
working on snack.  At snack time you only got three of your stickers.  I
can't give you a trophy today.  You need five stickers to get a trophy.
If you try this next week you can get your trophy at the next group."
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b. "Tim, you got one, two, three, four of your snack stickers. WOW!  That
is very close.  All you need is five to get your trophy.  If you keep
trying next week you'll get it for sure.  How many stickers do you
need? [Prompt—five]  That's right, you need five.  Good
remembering!  Keep trying."

3. Removing Trophies.  [Give each child his or her trophy to hold during the
discussion part of session.  Do not remove a trophy from a child if she is
looking at and attending to it more than she is attending to the rest of the
discussion.  Only remove a trophy if the child becomes disruptive with it.
After the discussion, trophies can be collected from everyone who received
them and set aside until the children leave to join the parents group at the end
of the session.  You can cue the children to set the trophies aside by stating
something like this]: "Okay, it is time to do the next part of our group.  We will
put all the trophies over here on the shelf until we leave.  Carol, you are sitting
nicely so you can collect all the trophies and put them on the shelf."

 IV. Introducing New Rules for Meals

A. The children's assignments this week will be to: 1) eat more at breakfast, 2) stay in
their seats during meals, and 3) eat within a given time limit (20 minutes).

B. Background.  In the parents' group, the parents are learning how to set rules and
consequences.  The first rules they will be learning are those listed above:  1) the
children must stay in their seats during a meal, 2) the children must eat sufficient
calories (the amount the parent says), and 3) the children must finish their meals
within a given time limit.

1. Time limit.  The parents will be encouraged to set a mealtime limit of 20 to 25
minutes.  Longer or shorter meals have not been found helpful in encouraging
children to eat a sufficient amount of food in a positive atmosphere.

2. Correct amount of calories.  The parents will be taught to offer their children
the amount of calories needed to meet the children's treatment goal at each
meal.  They will also be told they can offer their children choices between
different foods that are available if they would like their children to participate
actively in treatment.

C. Explaining the New Home Rules

1. Eating within the time limit.  "One thing that helps kids get more energy is to
eat more than you talk during a meal and to eat quickly.  If it takes you a long
time to eat, then you are spending most of your time talking and not eating.
That means you should not talk until you take a bite and swallow it, and you
should take a bite right after talking.  To help you with this you will only be
given 20 minutes to eat.  If you eat quickly and finish the food on your plate,
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you will get a sticker for that meal.  If you get most of your stickers this week,
you get another trophy.  Since each week your homework is harder, each week
that you do your homework, you will get a bigger trophy.  Today, when you
finish, you can color a picture.  If you finish on time, you can pick a prize."

2. Staying seated.  "Should you sit at the table when you eat or should you leave
and walk around or do other things?  [When an appropriate response is given,
say], That's right, you should sit at the table.  When you are at the table you can
eat more food faster and be done quicker.  When you are done that is when it is
a good idea to do other things."  [To help the children stay at the table, their
parents will walk them back and seat them at the table if they leave.  When
their parents do this they will not remind them or talk about it.  If the children
can keep themselves at the table, this is the best idea.]

D. Reviewing the New Rules.  Review the time limit and staying seated concepts with the
children repeatedly until each one can say what they should do during a meal.  They
should stay at the table when they are eating.  Also they should take bites and swallow
before they talk, and then take another bite after they talk.  Eating this way will help
the kids get done with their meal more quickly.

1. Consequences.  "If you leave the table during a meal, your parent will help
remind you by bringing you back to the table.  If you talk without taking a bite,
your parents will not answer you until after you take a bite.  At the end of the
meal you will get a sticker if you make your calorie goals when the time is up.”

E. Introduce Breakfast Goal.  "Last week you started eating more food at snack to get
more energy.  This week you will keep eating more at snack and you will also be
eating more at breakfast to get more energy.  So, you will be eating more food at snack
and more food at breakfast, but you will be eating the same amount of food at lunch
and dinner.  Let's talk about some different ways you can get more energy from
breakfast."

 V. Eating More at Breakfast

Note to Group Leaders:  Prior to session, review the children's baseline diet diaries and prepare
a list of the most common breakfast foods the children eat.  Use this list and the breakfast the
children are eating in session to discuss “shortcuts to increasing energy at breakfast”.

A. Shortcuts to Getting More Energy at Breakfast.  Discuss different ways the children
can increase their energy intake at breakfast.  To make the discussion interesting for
the children, provide the information in a dynamic way by asking them about their
favorite breakfast foods, have them guess the answer to questions, and emphasize the
fun aspects of increasing breakfast calories (e.g., putting a scoop of ice cream on
waffles).

1. Dairy products
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a. Milk. “By adding 2 Tbs. of heavy cream and 2 Tbs. of flavored syrup
(chocolate, strawberry, or vanilla) to every glass of milk, you can
make ‘Power Milk.’  ‘Power Milk’ has twice the amount of energy as
regular milk.  Adding syrup and heavy cream to milk, makes drinking
one glass of milk the same as drinking two glasses of regular milk.
What would you rather do, drink two glasses of milk or add syrup and
heavy cream and drink one glass?  [Praise smart answers.] Good
thinking!  It is easier to drink one glass than two. You can also use
milk with added heavy cream on cereal to increase energy and
calories.”

b. Cheese.  “You can add cheese to eggs.”  [Talk about how cheese can
be melted into scrambled eggs for extra flavor and extra energy.]

c. Eggs.  “There are lots of fun ways to make eggs for breakfast to get
lots of energy.  You can have an omelet with ham and cheese in it, or
you can make an egg sandwich on a muffin with bacon and cheese!”

d. Ice Cream.  “A scoop of ice cream on top of waffles is another way to
get more energy at breakfast.  You can even make a waffle sundae by
adding whipped cream and jimmies on top of the ice cream!  In fact,
we are going to have this today for our ‘practice breakfast!’”

2. Other Breakfast Foods

a. Toast.  “Always put butter and peanut butter or jelly on your toast.
English muffins have more energy than one slice of regular toast, and
bagels have even more energy!  In fact there are lots of different
flavors of muffins that have a lot of energy for breakfast.  You can
have a blueberry muffin, a banana-nut muffin, or even a chocolate-
chip muffin!  Be sure to put butter, cream cheese, or peanut butter on
your muffins to get the most energy.”

b. Cereal.  “On cereal you can add bananas, raisins, or put sugar on it.
Also, ground nuts can be sprinkled on top of cereal to add extra
energy.”

c. Pancakes, French toast, Waffles.  “Put 1 Tbs. of margarine/butter on
pancakes, waffles, or French toast (put them in the microwave to melt
the butter really well).  You can put extra syrup (2 Tbs. instead of
one), sliced bananas on top, or nuts.  Sometimes for fun you could put
a little whipped cream on top.  Your moms and dads can also make
French toast from scratch and use heavy cream and one whole egg for
each slice for extra energy!”

d. Breakfast Meats.  If you have bacon, ham slices, or sausage links with
your breakfast, these can help you get a lot more energy!
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3. Repeat, Expand, Praise.  Ask the children what they can add butter to at
breakfast, what they can add heavy cream to (eggs, milk, pancake batter), and
what they can add fruit to (like bananas and raisins).

B. New Breakfast Foods

1. Review other breakfast foods the children may try.

a. Beverages.  For example, if there is time you might discuss other
beverage options with the children, such as mixing orange juice with
ginger ale instead of water or making "smoothies" for breakfast.

C. Teaching the Rules to the Children.  To support the integration of the information
presented in the parents' and children's groups, the children's group should prepare the
children for changes at home.  Therefore, in group, the children should be offered a
sufficient number of calories to meet their new breakfast goal, be required to stay
seated while eating, and finish everything on their plate within 20 minutes.

1. Leaders' Preparation.  In order to accomplish these goals, the leaders of the
children's group must: 1) be familiar with each child's breakfast calorie goal, 2)
be familiar with the number of calories available per food offered, and 3) be
able to provide a combination of the foods available to meet the exact amount
of calories necessary to meet each child's new goal.

2. Tips for Leaders.  During the “practice breakfast meal” in session there will be
several combinations of foods and serving sizes the children can choose from
to meet their calorie goal.  Most children will have a breakfast goal between
500 to 700 calories per day.  Look at the breakfast menu for today's group.  All
children must meet their calorie goal through any combination of the main
entree (waffles can be made with ice cream and/or whipped cream, prepared
with a 1/2 Tbs. of butter and 2 Tbs. of flavored syrup like chocolate, maple,
etc.) and other foods listed below.  The main entrée with butter, syrup and Cool
Whip has about 420 calories.  When the waffles have butter, syrup and Ice
Cream, they have about 560 calories. With all four ingredients, they have 690
calories! To increase the number of calories in any of these meals, each child
may choose to meet their calorie goal by having:

a. A whole mug (8 oz.) of high calorie hot chocolate, or

b. Half a mug (4 oz.) of hot chocolate and two pieces of bacon, or

c. Eight ounces of orange juice and two pieces of bacon, or

d. Four ounces of hot chocolate, 4 oz. of orange juice, and three pieces of
bacon.
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3. Once the children choose a particular combination it will be the group leaders’
responsibility to make sure the child eats the food and does not allow the child
to switch foods during group.  It is important for the children to learn that they
will not be allowed to switch foods at home.  By teaching this in group, it will
prepare the children for what will be expected at home.

4. The group leader should explicitly state the food consumption expectation
(e.g., “You must eat and drink enough to meet your energy goals.”), define the
contingencies (e.g., “if you meet your breakfast energy goals you can earn the
group prize or sticker”), and encourage the child to make her goal via praise
and ignoring.  Throughout the meal praise children for taking several bites in a
row, chewing fast and thoroughly, swallowing before taking the next bite, and
finishing each food item.

 VI. Serve Breakfast [45 minutes into the group]

A. Serving Breakfast.  "For Breakfast today we get to have [INSERT NAME OF
BREAKFAST FOODS HERE.  BE SPECIFIC.  TELL THE CHILDREN EXACTLY
WHAT THEY WILL HAVE]."

1. Enzymes.  [It is critical that each child be given their enzymes with apple sauce
or a small cup of water immediately prior to eating the meal.]  “Before you
begin eating, it is very important that you take your enzymes so you can get as
much energy as possible from your meal.  "You can have your breakfast as
soon as you've taken your enzymes.”

B. Serve the children their waffles as soon as you have finished discussing the “New
Rules for Meals” and how to “Get More Energy at Breakfast.”  The waffles should be
warm and should be served with the specified amount of melted butter, ice cream/Cool
Whip, and syrup.  The children may, and probably should, start eating as soon as they
get their waffles.  While they are eating, the group leaders can work with them on
what else they would like to eat to get all their calories (see full explanation above).
Once everyone has received their food, the 20 minute time limit should start.

1. While the children are eating, praise eating behaviors and implement the new
rules that will be in effect when they go home.

2. Praise correct answers, good listening, and eating and talking simultaneously.
Be careful not to call on someone who is answering a lot of questions to stall or
avoid eating.  Follow the rules you just set:  Call on children who are eating.
Praise them by specifically saying, "Sarah, you just took a bite. After you
swallow, you can tell us what you earn if you get all your stickers this week."
When someone continues eating after answering a question they should also
receive a specific praise statement, "I like how you always take a bite right
after you answer a question. Good thinking."
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3. If children are not catching on to the contingency that eating allows you to
answer questions and talk in group, you may provide one prompt, one time, by
saying, "Tina, you can answer the question after you take a bite of your
waffle."  Call on someone else and return to Tina after she has taken a bite.
"Tina, great bite.  You can tell me, should you be at the table or away when
you are eating? [Child answers]  Good answer.  You are really learning to eat
and talk and eat and listen."  [Be sure to praise Tina as soon as she takes a bite
after answering the question], "Good, you remembered to keep eating after you
answered the questions."

C. Calorie Intake.  As children finish eating, one group leader should calculate calorie
intake for each child.  If a child does not finish by the end of group, deduct food
remaining from food served to arrive at total calories ingested.  A copy of the menu
with these calculations should be made for the parent.

 VII. Implementing Consequences in Group

A. Prizes.  Children who finish before, or within, the time limit should be allowed to
choose a prize from the “grab bag” or “prize box” immediately upon finishing.  They
should be told, "Sam, you practiced eating quickly and eating while you were talking
and you finished on time so you get to choose a prize."  These children can then go on
to the coloring activity.

1. Remember to continue to pay attention to these children.  Praise quiet coloring,
color choices, and good working.  If the group discussion is still going on,
include these children in answering questions.

B. When the time limit is up, children who have not finished their meal should be told
that the meal is over.  Their plates should be removed from the table and they should
not be allowed to pick a prize.  However, they may join the other children in the
learning activity.  Be very matter-of-fact about the transition.  For example, "James,
you did a really nice job of eating all your bacon, but you didn't quite finish your
waffle before the 20 minute time limit.  If you keep working really hard this week, you
will be able to finish your food in 20 minutes and can pick a prize next week.  Come
with me and I'll show you what we're coloring today."

 VIII. Activities

Materials Needed: Illustrations of breakfast meals
Illustrations of "Spreadables" and "Addables"
Markers
Child-safe Scissors
Glue

A. Illustrations of Breakfast Foods.  Children who have finished eating should be allowed
to go on to the coloring activity.  Photocopied drawings of egg and waffle breakfasts
and breakfast “addables” (see Session Three Activity section) may be available for
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children to color and work with as a tool for learning how to boost breakfast calories.
Leaders should narrate each child's progress with the activity paying particular
attention to instances in which "calories" are added to the basic meal drawing.  For
example:  "Wow, Carrie, I see that you've added shredded cheese to your eggs.  That's
a great way to get more energy from those eggs!  Super!"

 IX. Introduce the Breakfast Sticker Chart and Breakfast Contract

A. Introduce Breakfast Sticker Chart.  [Before joining the parents' group, review the
children's specific goals and contingencies for the upcoming week.  Tell the children
that they will need to stop coloring now so they can talk about what they will be
working on this week.]  "Just like last week, we are going to have you keep track of
what you do by using a sticker chart."  [Hold up sticker chart.]  Whenever you eat a
high energy snack you will get a sticker right here. [Point to the snack sticker square.]
Whenever you eat a high energy breakfast, you will get a sticker right here [Point to
the breakfast sticker square.]  What will you get if you eat high energy snacks and
breakfasts? [Children answer]  That's right; you will get a sticker for eating high
calorie snacks and breakfasts.  Good answer."

B. Explain About Stickers for Other Meals

1. “There are also places for stickers by lunch, and dinner but you don't have to
eat more food here.  You just have to eat the SAME AMOUNT you always do.
If you eat the same amount at lunch and dinner you will get a sticker by them.
What do you get if you eat the same amount at lunch and dinner? [Children
answer] Great listening!  You get a sticker if you eat the same amount of food
at lunch and dinner.  [Ask another child the next question.]  What do you have
to eat at lunch and dinner to get a sticker? [Children answer] That is absolutely
correct; you just have to eat the same amount that you always did to get a
sticker."

2. "Your parents will be able to help you because they are learning how much
you usually eat and that is how much they will give you.  So your parents will
give you the right amount and if you want your sticker you just have to eat
what your parents give you."

C. Explain How to Get a Trophy

1. Earning Stickers.  "Now look down here at the bottom of the sticker chart.
This square says, 'I ate all my food today.'  This means you ate more snack and
breakfast and the same amount at lunch and dinner.  If you do this then your
mom or dad will put a sticker in this square. How do you get a sticker in this
square?"
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2. Sticker Criterion.  "If you get five out of the seven 'I ate all my food today'
stickers this week you get the third trophy.  [Show children the trophy for the
next session.]  How many stickers do you need to get the next trophy?"

3. Review.  Review information on how they get a sticker at the bottom and the
number of stickers necessary to get a trophy.  Go over sticker chart.

a. "What is your goal this week?"  (Answer: to eat more at snack and
breakfast)

b. "When you eat more at snack and breakfast, what should you eat at
dinner and lunch?"  (Answer: They need to eat the same amount of
dinner and lunch as they always have.  If they eat less, they will not be
able to get a sticker at either.)

c. "If you eat more snack and breakfast and the same amount at lunch
and dinner on five out of the next seven days, then you can get a
trophy."

D. Introduce Breakfast Contract.  [Tell the children that their assignment for the week is
to eat more at snack and breakfast and to eat the same amount of food they usually eat
at lunch, and dinner.  If they agree to do this and earn five stickers out of seven days,
then we agree to award them a trophy for all their hard work.]  "This paper says that
each of you agree to do this."  [Have each child sign their name on the Breakfast
Contract.]

 X. Children's Group Joins the Parents' Group

A. Review Meal Goals with Children in Front of Parents

1. "What meal are we working on this week?  [Prompt—breakfast]  That's right;
we should eat more at breakfast or use shortcuts."

2. "We also have to keep eating more at what meal?"  [Prompt—snack]

3. "And we have to eat the same amount as always at lunch and dinner."

B. Review New Rules

1. "What are the two rules we learned for meals today?" [Prompt—to stay at the
table during meals and to finish everything on our plate in 20 minutes]

2. "To finish on time, how should you eat?  Should you talk a lot and take only a
few bites? [Prompt—NO]  Should you take a bite and swallow then talk?
[Prompt—YES]  After you say one thing what should you do?" [Prompt—take
a bite].
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3. Review with all the children providing fewer prompts with each successive
review.

C. Preparation for Session Four.  Tell families that the children need to bring beach
towels to the next group for the relaxation exercise.

End-of-Session Checklist:

Have children take:
• Trophies
• Breakfast Booster Drawings
• Stickers

Give parents:
• Copy of calorie intake during group
• Breakfast Sticker Chart

Keep:
• Copy of Breakfast Contract
• Copy of calorie intake during group
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Suggested Menu

Breakfast Menu
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CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

Thomas’ Homestyle Waffle 140

Boosters
   1/2 T butter/margarine
   2 T syrup
   ½ c Haagen-Dazs vanilla

ice cream
   ½ c Cool Whip
   1 T Sprinkles

50
100

270
128
25

Bacon  (33 cal./piece) 33
Hot chocolate made with:
Swiss Miss Instant
8 oz. whole milk
2 T dry milk

120
150
50

Total (8 oz)
Total (4 oz)

320
160

Orange Juice (8 oz = 112) 112

Total (8 oz)
Total (4 oz)

112
56

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Breakfast Boosters Activity
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SESSION 4

Time to Review and Relax
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Session 4 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Weight scale (calibrated)
• Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Activity
• Relaxation script Suggested:  Koeppen, A. S. (1974). Relaxation training for children.

Elementary School Guidance Counseling, 9, 14- 21.
• Copies of relaxation tape (one for each child in the group and one to play in session)
• Tape recorder with extra batteries
• Beach towels (one for each child in Group)
• Toys and videotaped movies for “free play” and siblings

Food
• See Child Session Four menu for food items
• Cooler with Ice (for transporting food)

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzyme (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Menu for each child with Snack goals included
• Example of "Relaxation" Sticker Charts (see parent manual)
• Stickers
• Grab bag with prizes
• Trophies for each child
• One example of Session Five trophy

TIME TO RELAX AND REVIEW
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 I. Greeting and Group Preparation

A. Greeting.  As always, greet each family as they arrive.  Tell children they will be
weighed in their street clothes before group begins.

B. Obtain Enzymes.  Inform the parent(s) of what foods will be served in group today and
obtain the appropriate type and dose of enzymes for the meal.

C. Set Calorie Goals.  Ask the parent if the child ate before coming to group so that the
in-session meal goal can be appropriately modified.  That is, if the child had breakfast
immediately before arriving for a morning group, then the calorie goal for the session
meal should be set at half the child’s goal.

D. Coordination of Session.  One group leader should be weighing all the children as they
arrive while the other group leader begins to review sticker charts.  Any child who is
not being weighed should be engaged in ironing on the next letter on their T-shirt with
a Group Leader until all children have been weighed.  At that point, when all children
are present, the Leaders should begin the session.

 II. Weighing

Equipment Needed: Digital (Scaletronix) Scale
Anthropometric Measurement Sheets for Each Child

A. Weigh Children

1. Weigh the children as they arrive.

2. Weigh children in street clothes without shoes.

 III. Review of Breakfast Sticker Charts

A. Obtain “Breakfast” Sticker Charts.  The sticker charts should be delivered from the
Parent Group as soon as the parental awarding of stickers has been verified by the
Parent Group Leaders.  Conduct a review of the sticker charts with the children at the
beginning of group.  If the sticker charts are not delivered right away, the Parent

GOALS:       1.  WEIGH CHILDREN IN STREET CLOTHES
2.   REVIEW STICKER CHARTS
3. TEACH RELAXATION EXERCISE
4. INTRODUCE HOME CONSEQUENCES FOR SUCCESSFULLY

MEETING ENERGY GOALS (WITH PARENTS)
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Group Leader may be prompted for these, or the sticker chart review may be deferred
until later in the session.

B. Review Sticker Charts.  Review each child’s sticker chart with the whole group and
award trophies as appropriate.  Remember that trophies are contingent on compliance
with homework assignment and thus should not be awarded non-contingently.  If a
child does not work during the week and is given a trophy anyway, the child will learn
that he or she can get a trophy for doing nothing.

1. Awarding Trophies.  Praise each child (one at a time) who received stickers.
The criterion number of stickers that needed to be earned was three of the four
(or five, depending on number of snacks) daily stickers to earn a “Total
Sticker,” and five of the seven Total Stickers to earn a trophy.  In other words,
each child needs to meet 75% of his or her total calorie goal to earn a trophy in
group.  When praising children, pay particular attention to the breakfast
stickers earned.

Examples of praise statements include:

a. "Sophia, you got one, two, three, four, five ‘Total Stickers’ for this
week!  Not only that, but you earned every single breakfast sticker this
week.  See, one, two, three, four, five, six, seven!  You are an amazing
kid!  You’ve earned a trophy.  Here it is.  You can hold it while we
look at everyone else's sticker charts.  Congratulations!"

b. "Andrew, you got six total stickers!  Wow!!  You did an excellent job of
getting lots of energy at meals this week.  Looks like you will have lots
of energy for that soccer match tomorrow!  Congratulations!"  [Hand
the child the trophy while you are talking.]

2. Withholding Trophies.  If a child does not have enough stickers on his or her
chart, you will not be able to award that child a trophy.  It is incumbent upon
the Parent Group Leader to decide if a child was within range of his or her
goals to award a trophy (based on caloric intake).  In other words, the Parent
Group Leader will have to determine any “fudge factors” and make sure this is
reflected on the Sticker Charts.  In the Child Group, if the sticker chart does
not indicate that the criterion number of stickers was earned, then a trophy
cannot be awarded.  For children who did not earn a trophy, praise them for the
stickers they did earn and then tell them in a matter-of-fact way that they did
not earn a trophy this week, but they will have another chance to earn a trophy
next week.

Sample dialogue:

a. "Carol, you earned lots of breakfast stickers this week, which is great
because that means you've been working hard to get lots of energy at
breakfast!  It looks like snacks are harder for you and you didn't get
enough energy at snack time this week.  That means that you didn't get
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the five stickers you needed down here [point to total sticker row] to
earn a trophy.  But, if you try hard this week and get all the stickers
you need, you can get a trophy next week."

3. Removing Trophies.  Give each child his or her trophy to hold during the
review part of session.  Do not remove a trophy from a child if she is looking at
and attending to it more than she is attending to the rest of the discussion.
Only remove a trophy if the child becomes disruptive with it.  After the review,
trophies can be collected from everyone who received them and set aside until
the children leave to join the parents' group at the end of the session.

 IV. Introduce Relaxation Exercise

A. Leader Preparation.  Group Leaders should have thorough knowledge of relaxation
procedures prior to group meeting.  The relaxation script by Koeppen (1974) should be
reviewed prior to session.

B. Transition to Relaxation.  After everyone has been weighed and awarded trophies, set
the trophies aside and explain the relaxation exercise to the children.

1. Introduction to Relaxation.  "Everyone has been working very hard and has
increased their energy points at breakfast and snack.  When you increase the
amount of food you eat, or increase the amount of energy in your food, you are
actually teaching your stomach to stretch and hold more food.  To help your
stomach learn to handle all the food you are eating, we need to do two things."

a. Increase the Amount of Food Gradually.  "First, when you are
teaching your stomach to get used to having more food in it, it’s
important to do this little by little.  That's why we only have you eat
more food at one meal at a time.  Today we are not going to start a
new meal because we want to give your bodies time to get used to
having more energy.  For the next week you will continue to work on
eating higher energy snacks and breakfasts and eating the same
amount at lunch and dinner.  So your energy goals will be the same as
they were last week.  [Name off the children who earned their trophies
and tell them they are already making their goals so this week will be
easy for them.  The children who have not gotten all their stickers at
breakfast will be able to try again this week.]  So, to teach our bodies
to get more energy, the first thing we need to do is eat more little by
little.”

b. Learning to relax.  "The second thing you can do is learn how to relax
your body.  Sometimes when your bodies are learning to handle more
food, you might feel stuffed.  To help you not feel so stuffed, we are
going to teach you how to relax your body from your toes to your
head.  So instead of not eating when you feel full or stuffed, you can
fix it by relaxing your body, especially your stomach."
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c. Distinguish relaxation exercise from general concept of relaxing.
“When we think about relaxing we usually think about doing things
like sitting on the couch watching TV or reading a book, right?  Well,
the kind of relaxing we are going to practice today is a little bit
different than that.  You are going to learn how to help your bodies
relax different muscles.  To do this, you will be making the muscles in
your body get tight and then loose.  That loose feeling in your muscles
is called ‘being relaxed’ or 'relaxing your muscles.’  In some ways
what we will be doing is more like exercising than watching TV
because you will be working your muscles and teaching them to
relax.”  [It’s not necessary to belabor this point, but it can be helpful
for some children to understand this distinction.]

d. Review with Questions and Answers.  As always, it is important to
keep the children actively involved in the discussion by asking them to
repeat back key pieces of information as they are presented.  This will
also help you assess whether the children are attending and how well
they understand the concepts presented.

 i.  [Sample dialogue]  "Kelly, what are we going to teach our
muscles today? [Answer: To relax]  That's right!  Good answer!
We are going to teach the muscles in the different parts of our
bodies to relax when we want them to.  One of the times we will
want our stomach muscles to relax is when we're eating.  Trevor,
when will we want to tell our stomach muscles to relax? [Answer:
When we're eating] That's right, Trevor!  Good listening!  When
we eat, we want our stomach muscles to be relaxed so we can get
more energy."

C. Tell the Children the Sequence of Events for Today

1. Location.  "First, we are going to go over there near the door (or go into
another room—wherever the relaxation exercise will be conducted).  When we
get there, everyone will lie down on their beach towels."

2. Practice Relaxation Components.  "Then, when everyone is lying on their
beach towels, we will practice doing the different parts of the relaxation
exercise.  You will tighten and loosen different parts of your body.  We’ll show
you how to do this.”

3. Exercise.  "After we practice, we will do the relaxation for real.  What that
means is that you will lie down with your eyes closed and do all the parts of
relaxation exercise.  We will listen to a recording of the directions that will tell
you how to do this.  We will do the relaxation exercise for about 15 minutes."
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4. Cassette Tape for Home Practice.  "When we are done relaxing, we will give
you a tape recording of the relaxation directions to take home with you so you
can practice at home."

5. Snack.  "After we relax, we will have our meal just like we always do."

6. Meet with Parents.  “The last thing we will do today after our meal will be to
talk about your new sticker charts and contracts which you will set up with
your parents.  We'll tell you more about this later."

 V. Conduct Relaxation Exercise

Materials Needed: Extra beach towels
Audiocassette player
A pre-recorded relaxation protocol (Koeppen, 1974)
Pre-recorded copies of the protocol (one for each child)

A. Practice Run

1. Take children into a comfortable room with plenty of room to spread out.

2. Have the children lie on their towels on the floor.

3. Go through all the steps of the relaxation and show the children how to do each
step by demonstration and by using manual guidance when necessary.  Some
children may need help identifying left versus right.  All Group Leaders should
engage in the exercise along with the children. Modify script below depending
upon Relaxation Script actually used.

a. Lemons.  “First, you will pretend you are squeezing a lemon and you
will tighten your hands into fists like this, and then relax them like
this.”

Demonstrate and have children imitate.

b. Cat.  “Next, you will imagine that you are a big lazy cat and you will
stretch your arms up like this.”

Demonstrate stretching arms above head.

c. Turtle.  "Next, we will imagine we are turtles and we will 'scrunch up'
our shoulders like this to show that we are going into our shells."

Demonstrate, have children imitate, and praise children's attempts.
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d. Gumball.  “Next, you will imagine you are chomping down on a big
gumball by tightening up your jaw like this.”

Demonstrate by clenching your jaw.  Have children demonstrate.

e. Fly.  “The next thing we will do is pretend to shoo a fly off our noses
by squeezing our faces really tight like this.”

Demonstrate for children.  Have children imitate.

f. Repeat this process with all steps of the relaxation exercise (i.e.,
tightening stomach muscles, leg muscles, extending toes, etc.)

g. Praise cooperation.  Be sure to praise the children for following
directions and for being cooperative (e.g., practicing without
laughing).  Again, it can be helpful to encourage the older children to
demonstrate the exercises for the younger children.  This can increase
the older children’s sense of mastery and can also increase group
cohesion.

h. Manual guidance.  Guide anyone through who has trouble
understanding what they are supposed to do.

B. Conduct Relaxation Exercise

1. Have Children Get in a Comfortable Position.  Have children lie down on their
backs with their eyes closed.  Closing eyes is difficult for four-year-olds, so
they may do it with their eyes open.  Similarly, if any child does not want to
close his or her eyes, they may be allowed to keep them open so they feel
comfortable.

2. Play Recorded Instructions.  Use a tape player and play a recorded version of
the relaxation script.  Using a recorded version of the exercise ensures that the
intervention is standardized across sites and that the children will be familiar
with the exercise, as it is identical to the copy they will take home with them.

3. Provide Assistance and Guidance.  Group Leaders should move around the
room as the children are going through the relaxation exercise and help the
children who are having trouble.  Try your best to keep all of the children
involved.  Some children might feel uncomfortable or silly and it’s important
to praise their efforts and remind them that the only way they can see if the
exercise helps them eat more food is to try it out.

a. A Note of Caution.  [Be sensitive when touching the children during
this exercise, particularly if they have their eyes closed.  Some
children may feel very vulnerable lying on the floor of the clinic with
their eyes closed.  Be aware of this and let them know (verbally) when
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you are going to touch them and ask their permission to do so.]  For
example, “Kristen, you are doing a really nice job of squeezing your
fists tightly.  Now, when you relax, your arms should drop limply to
your sides.  I’m going to move your arm down to show you, is that
okay?”  [Wait for an affirmative response before moving the child’s
arm.]

4. After completing the relaxation exercise, go back to the classroom, or table,
and discuss how the children felt during the relaxation exercise.

 VI. Review Relaxation and New Rules for Upcoming Week

 Materials Needed: “Fun Things I Like To Do” worksheet
Example of “Relaxation” Sticker Chart
Example of the Energy Contract

A. Discuss Relaxation.  This can be done while children are eating to save time.

1. Reactions to Exercise.  Ask the children how they felt during the relaxation
exercise.  How did they feel afterwards?  Did they feel sleepy?  (Answer:
"That's good; it means you are starting to relax.")  Did they feel silly doing it?
(Answer: "That's okay because learning to relax your muscles is like learning
to ride your bike.  You need to do it a few times before you get good at it and it
feels comfortable.”)  If a child reports feeling dizzy, let him or her know that
sometimes that happens when breathing deeply and relaxing and that’s okay.
If they feel that way and need to stop for a minute, that’s okay too.

2. Need for Regular Practice.  Emphasize that the children will need to practice
relaxation a lot in order to become really good at it.  Ask children for examples
of other things that took a lot of practice before they were really good at it
(e.g., bike riding, roller skating, writing their name, tying their shoes, etc.).
Then, compare relaxation to those other skills.  "Were you really good at riding
a bicycle the first time you tried it?  Probably not.  But, after lots of practice
you got better and better.  Relaxation is just like that.  The more you practice,
the better you get."

3. Discuss Good Times to Practice.  Talk to the children about thinking about
good times to practice.  Many children like to practice the relaxation exercise
before they go to sleep at night.  Other children like to relax before or after
eating dinner to help their stomachs relax so they can get more energy.  This
week if they feel stuffed or full after eating, their parents will tell them to go
practice their relaxation exercise to help them feel better.  If they do this, they
will get a “bonus” relaxation sticker on their new Sticker Charts.  This is
described in more detail below.

4. Modifying the Relaxation Exercise during Meals.  "Sometimes kids feel
stuffed when they are in the middle of eating a meal, but they don't want to
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have to leave the table and do a whole relaxation tape.  One thing kids can do
when they feel stuffed is to do a quick relaxation while they are still at the
table.  What they do is take a deep breath, like this, and then blow out the air
slowly like this.  Then, they concentrate on making their stomach muscles
really loose so they will have more room for their food.  No one has to know
that they are relaxing, and it's an easy way for kids to get a lot more energy at
meals.  Let's try that now."  [Role-play a modified version of the relaxation
exercise.]

B. Review Calorie and Behavioral Goals

1. Review Calorie Goals.  “Let’s talk about what meals we are eating more food
at [Answer:  Snack and Breakfast] and at which meals are we eating the same
amount of food?”  [Answer:  Lunch and Dinner]

2. Review Children’s Behavioral Goals.  “What should you do at meals when you
are eating?  [Answer: Eat enough to meet calorie goals.]  When should you
talk?  [Answer:  After I take a bite and swallow it.]  What should you do after
you talk?  [Take another bite.]  How much time do you have to eat?  [Answer:
20-25 minutes depending upon each family’s rule]

3. Review Current Contingencies.  “Up until now, when you have met your
energy goals, your parents have given you stickers and then you’ve earned
trophies in group.  These things will continue to happen while you are coming
to group.”

4. Introduce New Contingencies.  “Beginning today, your parents are also going
to give you special rewards each day you earn your stickers.  We know it takes
a lot of hard work to meet your energy goals and so do your parents.  So, when
you work hard and meet your goals, your parents will let you do something
special.  They will let you do something fun or something you like to do each
time you make your calorie goal and finish your meal within the time limit.”

5. Discussion of Possible Privileges.  “Our job today is to figure out fun things
you can do each day you meet your energy goals.  The first thing we need to do
is to think of some ideas of fun things you like to do.  After we think of fun
things to do, we will talk with your parents at the end of the group to figure out
together which activities you can do this week when you meet your goals.”

6. Complete “Things I like to Do” Worksheet.  Group Leaders will need to help
children generate a list of reasonable activities they can do alone or with a
parent that will serve as reinforcers for meeting calorie goals.  Use the
“Privileges” handout prepared for parents for ideas to help generate and
individualize each child’s list of possible rewards/privileges.  Activities might
be things like staying up 15 minutes past bedtime, watching a special video,
playing a game with Mom or Dad for 20 minutes, etc.  Be careful to ensure that
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children understand that the privileges actually awarded this week will be
picked by parents and children together at the end of group.

a. [Sample dialogue].  “Some kids like to play computer games and other
kids like to play board games with their parents.  Jimmy, if you worked
hard and met your energy goals, what are some fun things you’d like
to do?”

b. Write ideas down.  Have each child list possible activities while a
Group Leader writes down suggestions on the “Fun Things I Like to
Do” worksheet.  Group Leaders can split up and talk with smaller
groups of children to make this task easier.  If a particular child has
difficulty thinking of activities or privileges prompt them gently by
using information you know about that child.  For example, “Jason, I
remember you told me last week that you really like to play cards, but
no one will ever play with you.  Would it be fun for you if you could
play two card games with your Mom or Dad after dinner?”  (Be
careful not to commit parents to doing something they may not want
or be able to do.)  Finally, be sure to include time parameters for each
activity to increase its feasibility.  Fifteen to twenty minutes is
typically reasonable for most activities.

c. Responses to ideas.  Initially, Group Leaders should just list each
child’s ideas without judgment.  This will facilitate brainstorming.
After each child has generated several possible privileges, provide
feedback about ideas that may not be feasible.  For example, if a child
lists “big ticket” items such as expensive toys or a trip to Disney
World, gently let them know that they will need to think of things they
can earn every day.

 VII. Serve Meal [45 minutes into the group]

A. Introduce Meal.  "For our meal today we get to have [INSERT NAME OF FOODS
HERE.  BE SPECIFIC.  TELL THE CHILDREN EXACTLY WHAT THEY WILL
HAVE]."

1. Enzymes.  As always, it is critical that each child be given their enzymes with
apple sauce or a small cup of water immediately prior to eating the meal.
“Before you begin eating, it is very important that you take your enzymes so
you can get as much energy as possible from your meal.  You can have your
breakfast as soon as you've taken your enzymes.”

B. Serve Meal.  Serve the children their meal as soon as you have finished discussing the
Relaxation Exercise.  While the children are eating, the Group Leaders can work with
them on what else they would like to eat to get all their calories.  Once everyone has
received their food, the 20-minute time limit should start.
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1. While the children are eating, praise eating.

2. Praise correct answers, good listening, and eating and talking simultaneously.
Be careful not to call on someone who is answering a lot of questions to stall or
avoid eating.  Follow the rules you just set:  Call on children who are eating.
Praise them by specifically saying, "Jennifer, you just took a bite. After you
swallow you can tell us what you earn if you get all your stickers this week."
When someone continues eating after answering a question they should also
receive a specific praise statement like, "I like how you always take a bite right
after you answer a question. Good thinking."

3. If children are not catching on to the contingency that eating allows you to
answer questions and talk in group, you may provide one prompt, one time, by
saying, "Tina, you can answer the question after you take a bite."  Call on
someone else and return to Tina after she has taken a bite.  "Tina, great bite.
You can tell me, when should you use relaxation? [Child answers]  Good
answer.  You are really learning to eat and talk and eat and listen."  Be sure to
praise Tina as soon as she takes a bite after answering the question by saying,
“Good! You remembered to keep eating after you answered the questions."

C. Calorie Intake.  As children finish eating, one Group Leader should calculate calorie
intake for each child.  If a child does not finish by the end of group, deduct food
remaining from food served to arrive at total calories ingested.  A copy of the menu
with these calculations should be made for the parent.

 VIII. Implementing Consequences in Group

A. Prizes.  As was done last session, children who meet their energy goal before or within
the time limit should be allowed to choose a prize from the “grab bag” or “prize box”
immediately upon finishing.  They should be told, "Sam, you practiced eating quickly
and eating while you were talking and you met your energy goal, so you get to choose
a prize."  These children may then be excused from the table to engage in free play.

1. Remember to continue to pay attention to these children.  Praise cooperative
play, etc.  If the group discussion is still going on, include these children in
answering questions.

B. End of Meal.  When the time limit is up, children who have not finished their meal
should be told that the meal is over.  Their plates should be removed from the table
and their calories calculated.  Children should not be allowed to pick a prize unless
they met their energy goal.  However, they may join the other children in free play.
Be very matter-of-fact about the transition.  For example, "Justin, you did a really nice
job of drinking all your Power Milk, but you didn't meet your energy goal before the
20 minute time limit.  If you keep working really hard this week, you will be able to
finish your food in 20 minutes and can pick a prize next week.  You can leave the table
now."
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 IX. Introduce the Relaxation Sticker Chart and Energy Contract

Note To Group Leaders:  This review may need to be done quickly if session time is running
out.  By now, the children should understand how the sticker charts and contracts work so a
quick review should suffice if time is limited.

A. Introduce Relaxation Sticker Chart.  Before joining the parents' group, review the
children's specific goals and contingencies for the upcoming week.  Tell the children
that they will need to stop playing now so they can talk about what they will be
working on this week.

"Just like last week, we are going to have you keep track of what you do by using a
sticker chart.  [Hold up sticker chart]  This chart is just like last week’s.  Whenever
you eat a high energy snack you will get a sticker right here. [Point to the snack sticker
square]  Whenever you eat a high energy breakfast, you will get a sticker right here.
[Point to the breakfast sticker square]

Ask the children, "What will you get if you eat high energy snacks and breakfasts?"
[Children answer] "That's right you will get a sticker for eating high calorie snacks and
breakfasts.  Good answer."

“There’s a new box on this sticker chart.  Right down here at the bottom is a place for
your mom or dad to put a sticker each time you practice relaxing.  Every time you
relax, you will get a sticker right here [Point to the relaxation sticker square].”

“Melanie, you are listening very carefully.  Tell me what will happen each time you
practice your relaxation? [Child answers]  That’s right!  You will get a sticker here!”

B. Explain About Stickers for Other Meals

1. "Just like last week, there are also places for stickers by lunch and dinner, but
you don't have to eat more food here.  You just have to eat the SAME
AMOUNT you always do.  If you eat the same amount at lunch and dinner you
will get a sticker by them.  What do you get if you eat the same amount at
lunch and dinner? [Children Answer] Great listening!  You get a sticker if you
eat the same amount of food at lunch, and dinner.  What do you have to eat at
lunch and dinner to get a sticker?  [Child answers]  That is absolutely correct,
you just have to eat the same amount that you always did, and then you get a
sticker."

2. "Your parents will be able to help you because they are learning how much
you usually eat and that is how much they will give you.  So your parents will
give you the right amount and if you want your sticker you just have to eat
what your parents give you."

C. Explain How to Get a Trophy
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1. Earning Stickers.  "Now, let’s talk about how you can earn this trophy next
week.  [Hold up next week’s trophy.]   Look down here at the bottom of the
sticker chart.  This square says, 'I ate all my food today.'  This means you ate
more snack and breakfast and the same amount at lunch and dinner.  If you do
this then your Mom or Dad will put a sticker in this square.  How do you get a
sticker in this square?"

2. Sticker Criterion.  "So, it’s just the same as last week.  If you get five out of
the seven 'I met my energy goal today' stickers this week you get the third
trophy.  [Show children the trophy for the next session.]  How many stickers
do you need to get the next trophy?"

3. Review.  Review information about how they get a sticker at the bottom and
the number of stickers necessary to get a trophy.  Go over sticker chart.

a. "What is your goal this week?"  (Answer: To eat more at snack and
breakfast)

b. "When you eat more at snack and breakfast, what should you eat at
dinner and lunch?"  (Answer: They need to eat the same amount at
dinner and lunch as they always have.  If they eat less, they will not be
able to get a sticker at either.)

c. "If you eat more snack and breakfast and the same amount at lunch
and dinner on five out of the next seven days, then you can get a
trophy."

D. Introduce Energy Contract.  [Tell the children that their assignment for the week is to
eat more at snack and breakfast and to eat the same amount of food they usually eat at
lunch and dinner.  They will also need to use the relaxation exercise this week any
time they feel uncomfortable or when their parents tell them to practice.  If they agree
to do these things and earn five stickers out of seven days, then the Group Leaders
agree to award them a trophy for all their hard work.] “This paper says that each of
you agree to do this."  [Tell the children they will fill out the actual privileges they can
earn with their parents in a minute.]

 X. Children’s Group Joins Parents’ Group
 [No later than 20 minutes before the end of Session]

A. Parents’ Group.  The parents have been told that the children will be learning a
relaxation exercise which will help the children cope with eating more calories at
meals.  The parents are encouraged to suggest that children practice the exercise when
the children express feelings of discomfort after eating.  The last 20 minutes of the
children's group will be combined with the parents’ group so the parents can, with the
help of the Group Leaders, explain the new contingencies to the children and help
families complete the Energy Contracts.
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B. Review with the children and parents their relaxation training and when to use the
exercise (any time their parents tell them to).

C. Group Leaders should pair up with families to help parents and children decide on
contingent privileges for the upcoming week.  The “Energy Contract” should be
completed using the parents’ “Privileges” handout and the children’s “Fun Things I
Like to Do” worksheets.

End-of-Session Checklist:

Give to children and their parents:
• Audio taped recording of the relaxation exercise instructions
• Trophies
• Snack/Breakfast Sticker charts
• Stickers
• A copy of child’s “Privileges” Worksheet
• A copy of the “Energy Contract” with privileges filled in
• A copy of the child’s calorie intake during group
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Suggested Menu
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Relaxation Menu

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten
French Toast made w/ high
calorie bread
   Each piece made w/ 1
egg
   1 T of dry milk

80
90
25

Subtotal: 195

Boosters
½ T of butter/margarine
2 T syrup

50
100

Total: 345
Sausage (per link) 95
Chocolate Milk
   8 oz whole milk
   2 T syrup
   2 T Heavy Cream

150
100
100

Total: 350
Total Possible 790

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Child Handout
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CHILD’S NAME: ____________________________

FUN THINGS I LIKE TO DO
ACTIVITY LIST

1. ____________________________________________________

2. ____________________________________________________

3. ____________________________________________________

4. ____________________________________________________

5. ____________________________________________________

6. ____________________________________________________

7. ____________________________________________________

8. ____________________________________________________

9. ____________________________________________________
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SESSION 5

Let’s Do Lunch
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Session 5 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Weight scale (calibrated)
• Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Activity
• Energy Bingo boards
• Plain or Peanut M & M’s
• Bingo Questions
• Toys and videotaped movies for “free play” and siblings

Food
• See Child Session Five menu for food items
• Cooler (for transporting food)
• Ice

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzyme (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Lunch contract
• Menu for each child with Lunch goals included
• Example of Sticker Chart (see parent manual)
• Stickers
• Grab bag with prizes
• Trophies for each child
• One example of trophy to be earned by children in Session Six

 LET’S DO LUNCHGOALS: 1.   WEIGH CHILDREN IN STREET CLOTHES
2. REVIEW STICKER CHARTS
3. REVIEW EATING AND TALKING RULES
4. TEACH CHILDREN TO INCREASE LUNCH CALORIES
5. PROVIDE LUNCH
6. PLAY “MOTHER MAY I?” OR ENERGY BINGO
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 I. Greeting and Group Preparation

A. Greeting.  As always, greet each family as they arrive.  Tell children they will be
weighed in their street clothes before group begins.

B. Obtain Enzymes.  Inform the parent(s) of what foods will be served in group today and
obtain the appropriate type and dose of enzymes for the meal.  See menu for Session
Five for specific foods to be served.  The children will be offered a choice of
sandwiches today, which will be served with Power Milk and French fries with Ranch
Dressing or potato chips.

C. Set Calorie Goals.  Ask the parent if the child ate before coming to group so that the
in-session meal goal can be appropriately modified.  That is, if the child had breakfast
immediately before arriving for a morning group, then the calorie goal for the session
meal should be set at half the child’s goal.

D. Coordination of Session.  One group leader should weigh all the children as they
arrive, while the other group leader engages the children in ironing on the final letters
of their name on their T-shirt.  Any child who is not being weighed should be engaged
in the T-shirt activity with a Group Leader until all children have been weighed.  At
that point, when all children are present, the Leaders should begin the session.

 II. Weigh Children

Equipment Needed: Digital (Scaletronix) Scale
Anthropometric Measurement Sheets for each Child

A. Weigh Children.  All children should be weighed without shoes when they arrive.

 III. Review “Relaxation” Sticker Charts and Practice

A. Obtain Relaxation Sticker Charts.  As always, the sticker charts should be delivered
from the Parent Group.  This should happen relatively early in the session as
verification of parental awarding of stickers should be done quickly given the fact that
the parents should be well-practiced in the use of sticker charts at this point in
treatment.

B. Review Sticker Charts.  As always, the Group Leader reviewing the charts should be
very positive and find something in everyone's sticker chart to praise.  Use the
protocol for awarding, withholding, and removing trophies described in Sessions One
through Four.  As usual, allow the children who earned trophies to hold them until it is
time for them to go on to the next activity.  At that time simply set the trophies aside
until the end of the session. By this session all of the children are usually earning their
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trophies.  If this is not happening, a special program may need to be set up with the
individual child and her family by the Parent Group Leader to correct this situation.

C. Follow-up on Relaxation Practice.  It’s important to follow-up on relaxation practice
to reinforce future practice and to remind the children that they now have a good
coping strategy available to help them get more energy at meals.

1. Assess Responses to Relaxation Exercise.  Ask the children if they were able to
practice the relaxation exercise during the week.  The number of days of
practice for each child will be reflected by the number of “relaxation” stickers
earned.  For those children who practiced the relaxation exercise, ask questions
about their experience.  For example, where did they practice?  On their bed, in
a chair, on the floor?  Did they close their eyes?  How did they feel afterwards?
Did they feel tired?  Did they fall asleep?  How did their muscles feel?  How
did their stomach muscles feel?

2. Prompt Future Use of Relaxation Exercise.  Praise the children for practice and
remind them that they can do the relaxation exercise before meals to help relax
their stomach muscles, which in turn will help them get more energy for
playing and doing fun things.

 IV. Reviewing the Rules and Teaching Calories

A. Review Mealtime Rules.  Remind children of all mealtime rules by stating each rule
and asking children questions about them.

1. Talking at Meals.  "If you want to talk at meals, even when you are here at
group, you should take a bite first.  When you take a bite first and chew it
quickly, then we can talk to you.  The rule is just the same at home: when you
take a bite, chew it up and swallow, and then your moms and dads can talk to
you.  Who can tell me what you should do if you want to say something at
meals?"

[Praise children who are able to answer correctly.]  "Sean, you said that if you
want to talk, you need to take a bite, quickly chew it, and then swallow.  Great
answer!  I like how you listen and remember things during group."

2. Time Limit.  "Here in group, you also need to stay in your seats and get all
your energy points within 20 minutes.  Who can tell me how long they have to
get their energy points at their house?"  [Call on a child who is raising his hand
to tell you that he has to eat in 20 minutes and stay in his seat during meals.]

3. Privileges for Meeting Energy Goals.  "Here in group when you stay in your
seat and meet your energy goal within 20 minutes, you get to pick a prize from
the prize box!  Who can tell me what privilege they can earn at home when
they meet their energy goals?  [Praise children's answers.]  It really sounds like
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you and your parents are working together to find great treats when you are
practicing the meal rules."

B. Teach Children How to Increase Lunch Calories.  As always, when working on a new
meal, it is helpful to be familiar with what the children are currently eating at that
meal.  Review each child’s diet diaries prior to session to become familiar with the
children's current lunch food preferences.  This will help the Group Leaders insert
relevant suggestions into the discussion.

1. Survey of Typical Lunches.  "Let's talk about how to get more energy from
lunch.  What do you usually eat for lunch?"  [The most likely answer will be
sandwiches which should be used to start off the discussion.]

"What kind of sandwiches do you usually eat? [Wait for responses.]  What is in
them that makes them high in energy?  What could you add to sandwiches to
get even more energy?”

a. Peanut Butter Sandwiches.  [For peanut butter sandwiches, the obvious
answer is extra peanut butter.  Also tell the children that butter can be
added to the bread before the peanut butter.  Tell them that butter is a
good way to add extra energy without adding extra food.]  For
example, "If you put some butter on your sandwich bread before you
put on the peanut butter, you will get more energy without eating any
more food!  So, you'll eat the same amount of food, but get more
energy!"

b. Bologna Sandwiches.  For bologna sandwiches, the primary ways to
increase caloric density are to add cheese, an extra slice of bologna,
and 1 Tbs. of mayonnaise.  Tell the children that adding cheese is a
good way to add energy to lots of foods.  Ask them to name some
foods to which cheese can be added. [Hints:  cheese on other
sandwiches, cheese on baked potatoes, extra cheese on pizza, melted
cheese on hamburgers, and extra cheese on macaroni and cheese.  On
tacos they could place a slice of cheese in the shell, then add the meat,
lettuce, and then put some more cheese on top.]

2. Other Lunch Foods.  "What other foods do we eat and how can we add special
energy boosters?"

a. Hot dogs:  Add chili, sauerkraut, cheese

b. Potato Chips: Use dip

c. Carrot or celery sticks:  Dip in ranch dressing

d. Fruit (e.g., apple slices):  Add peanut butter, cheese, or chocolate
syrup
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e. Mexican foods:  add extra meat, cheese and olives to tostadas,
burritos, enchiladas.

f. Pizza:  Extra cheese, olives, sausage, pepperoni, etc.

3. Lunch Accompaniments.  "What can we have with our lunch that will give us
more energy points?"

a. Power Milk, milkshake, chocolate milk, etc.

b. Potato chips, pretzels

c. Candy bars, cookies, pudding

C. Give Out This Week's Homework Assignment

1. Introduce Lunch Calorie Increase.  "You have probably already guessed that
this week we will be working on getting more energy at lunch.  That means
that your moms and dads will be giving you 250 more energy points each day
at lunch.  And, from talking with you all just now, we know that you already
have some really good ideas about how to get more energy from lunch.  So,
when you go home you can talk to your moms and dads about your favorite
ways to get more energy at lunch.”

2. Maintain Increases at Snack and Breakfast.  "This week, you will be getting
more energy at lunch, breakfast, and snack and you will be getting the same
amount of energy at dinner."

3. Review Meal Rules.  "All the rules that we talked about before will be the
same at lunch.  So, when you follow the rules and get more energy at lunch,
you will get a sticker and you will be able to earn a special privilege at home
just like last week."

4. "Who can remember our mealtime rules?”  [Prompt children to repeat back the
rules]:

a. They should take bites before and after they say something.

b. They should meet their energy goal within the time limit.

c. They should stay in their seat during the meal and at school.

5. Transition to Problem Solving about School Lunches.  “Now, during the week,
all of you eat your lunch at school.  One thing that we know about having
lunch at school is that there are a lot of things that can get in the way of getting
lots of energy.  We want to talk about that for a few minutes.”
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 V. Assess for Child-Reported Problems at Lunch, and Help Children Problem Solve

A. Problem Solving about School Lunches.  Children should be well-known to the Group
Leaders by this session so that individual problems for each child at lunch can be
anticipated.  The biggest obstacle is when children have lunch at school.  It is very
difficult for parents to monitor calories and intake.  Additionally, it is impossible for
parents to implement differential attention in the school setting and their ability to
deliver contingencies is limited by the accuracy of the child's self-report about their
intake at school.  Thus, it is very important to carefully assess any problems the
children may report regarding eating lunch at school.  The children are much more
likely to report any difficulties they might have to the Group Leaders than they are to
their parents.  Thus, the Group Leaders are in a good position to help the children
problem solve about any difficulties they may report.  Group Leaders should assess for
the following problems, and problem solve with the children as appropriate.

Note:  Example dialogue is included throughout this section.  Use as needed.

1. Lunch Survey.  Survey the children to determine who brings their lunch from
home and who buys their lunch at school.

a. “First, let’s figure out who brings their lunch from home and who buys
their lunch at school.  Raise your hand if you bring your lunch from
home.”

Wait for show of hands, count the number, and make a note of this
information.  Acknowledge children who did not raise their hands.

b. “Okay, so Stephen and Jennifer, you didn’t raise your hands so you
must buy your lunch at school.  Is that right?”

Acknowledge responses of these children and determine if they are
given pre-determined foods and portions or if they are given choices
by the food service workers.

c. “Sometimes when kids buy their lunch at school, the people who work
in the cafeteria give them a whole plate of food and they don’t give
kids any choices about what is on the plate.  Other kids can choose
what they want to have.  What is it like at your school?”

2. Transition to problem solving.  “Well, like we said before, whether you bring
your lunch from home or you buy it at school, there are things that can keep
you from getting as much energy as possible at lunch.  Our job today is to
figure out how each of you can get enough energy at school to meet your
energy goals so you can be sure to get your stickers when you get home.”
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3. Lunches Packed at Home.  “Let’s start with lunches you bring from home.
Today your parents are learning how to put enough energy in your lunch so
that you can be sure to get your energy points.  Now let’s think about what is
usually in your lunch bag each day.  Are there things that you don’t eat
sometimes?”

a. To increase the probability that children will answer honestly, ask
these questions in a neutral, interested way, and normalize
throwing food away.

b. “Sometimes when kids take their lunch to school, there are things in
their lunch bag they don’t eat.  This is because they might not like
certain things, or they might not have time to eat everything.  So,
sometimes kids throw those things away.  Has this ever happened to
you guys?”

c. Discuss Bringing Home Leftovers.  “Sometimes you don’t feel like
eating everything in your lunch.  That’s okay.  And you know what?
It’s important for your parents to know what you have left over each
day, because then they can figure out better ways to help you get more
energy at lunch.  Starting this week, they will probably ask you to
bring home anything you didn’t eat at lunch.  We want you to bring
your leftovers home instead of throwing them away at school.  You
won’t get in trouble for bringing home your leftovers, and sometimes
parents give kids ‘bonus stickers’ when they bring home all their
leftovers.”  [Direct this last statement to children to whom it is
applicable, and plan to work out such a “bonus sticker system” with
parents at the end of session.]

4. Lunches Purchased at School.  Before effectively intervening here, the Group
Leaders will need to have reviewed whether the lunches typically offered by
the school cafeteria meet the child's energy goals.  The parent may need to
bring in the cafeteria menu and/or the school dietitian may need to be
contacted to determine the calorie content of the lunches eaten by the child at
school during baseline.

a. Potential Problems with Lunches Purchased at School.  “Okay, now
let’s talk about lunches you buy at school.  Just like there can be
reasons why it’s hard to get all the energy points you need from
lunches you bring from home, sometimes there are reasons why you
don’t get all your energy points from lunches you buy at school.  First
of all, the people who make the lunches at school don’t know that you
need to get a certain number of energy points, so they might not give
you enough food!  But, we know some tricks that can help you be sure
you are getting extra energy from the foods you eat at school!”
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 i. Take Extra Energy Boosters.  “First of all, your parents will ask
you what you ate each day at school so they can figure out how
many energy points you got.  Then, if you are not getting enough
energy points to get your sticker, they might give you an extra treat
to take to school to eat with your lunch.  Sometimes parents give
their kids a bag of chips, some cookies, or even chocolate pudding
to take to school in their backpacks!  Another thing that some kids
with CF do is drink a Sustacal or Scandishake at the nurse’s office
when they get their enzymes. That helps them get the extra energy
they need to play at recess!"

Ask children for whom it is appropriate what type of food they
would like to bring to school as “extra energy boosters.”

 ii. Ask for Energy Boosters.  “The other thing you can do to make
sure you get your energy points at school is to ask for foods with
lots of energy.  So, if you have hamburgers for lunch one day, you
can be sure to get a cheeseburger instead!  Another thing you can
always do is put butter on your vegetables."

Discuss the use of “spreadables and addables” here.

 iii. Beverages.  Assess beverages typically chosen by children in
group.  Many children with CF choose juice or soda when left to
their own devices.  Thus, it is important to point out the benefits of
choosing milk, preferably chocolate milk, and preferably two
cartons instead of one.

Have children actively participate in this entire discussion
regarding smart food choices at lunch.

5. Insufficient Time to Take Enzymes and Eat.  Some children report that they
don’t have time to eat at school.  This is especially true for children who must
pick up their enzymes at the nurse’s office before going to the cafeteria.  Group
Leaders should assess any problems with regard to the timing of enzymes, how
they are administered at school, and the time allotted for getting the enzymes
and having lunch.  Of course younger children may not be able to provide
details, but may indicate that they don’t have time to eat before recess.

6. Taking Enzymes in Social Settings.  Many children with CF feel embarrassed
about taking their enzymes in social situations because of the questions that are
often elicited.  Others feel uncomfortable because taking enzymes makes them
feel “different.”  Consequently, a number of children with CF are
noncompliant with enzymes at school.  Thus, it is critical to carefully assess
any noncompliance with enzymes.  If the children are required to take their
enzymes with the school nurse’s supervision, this is obviously not a problem.
However, if the children are given their enzymes to take with them to the
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cafeteria, the enzymes may end up in the trash.  Group Leaders can help
provide effective treatment for these children by determining if the children
feel uncomfortable taking their enzymes in front of others and helping them to
do some active problem solving.  Listed below are some approaches that have
been used in the past.

a. Finding a Private Place.  Sometimes all it takes is to suggest that a
child find a private place in which to take his or her enzymes.  The
solution may be as simple as suggesting that the child take his or her
enzymes in the nurse’s office before walking to the cafeteria.
Alternatively, the child might go into the bathroom or use a drinking
fountain in a “low-traffic” area.  Surprisingly, a lot of children haven’t
thought about these solutions before.

b. Role-playing How to Talk to Peers about Enzymes.  A more direct
approach is to work with children to increase their comfort level in
discussing enzymes with other children.  The suggested responses
might be very simple, such as, “These pills are kind of like vitamins
that I have to take with my meals to be healthy.”  A good strategy here
is to ask other children in the group how they talk to their friends
about their pills.  In previous groups, there have been children who
have been excellent role models by role-playing matter-of-fact
conversations they have had with their friends about taking enzymes.
When asked how she dealt with peer questions about enzymes, one
little girl said, “I just tell them:  I have CF and I need to take these
pills which are called enzymes whenever I eat.  And I hope you don’t
have any more questions, ‘cuz I’m really hungry and I want to eat
now.” The other children in her group were very impressed by this
forthright response.  Of course, the children in the group should not be
pushed to talk about their illness and its treatment if they’re not ready
to do so, but helping the children find a comfortable way to respond to
questions can be very helpful.

7. Transition to Meal.  "Okay, now that we've talked about what happens at
school during lunch, let's have lunch and practice meeting our energy goals!"

 VI. Serve Lunch [No later than 45 minutes into session]

A. Preparation
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1. Children’s Calorie Goals.  The Group Leaders should know the children's
lunch calorie goals for the upcoming week and the calories available from the
foods being served in session.  Usually the children's lunch goals range from
500 to 700 cal/day.  The lunch foods to be served provide more than a
sufficient number of calories to enable each child to achieve their goal with
some choice in the menu.  Children who ate shortly before group should be
served enough food to meet half of their lunch calorie goal.

2. Possible Food Combinations.  To aid the Group Leaders, the calories of the
specific lunch items are included on the children's lunch menu.  The children
can choose between two kinds of sandwiches:  peanut butter and fluff or
bologna and cheese.  Because the sandwiches are very high in calories, the
children may choose to eat half of a sandwich and the chips, a cookie, plus
drink their milk, or they can choose to drink half their milk and eat all of their
sandwich and a cookie.

a. Remember:  The children must choose which sandwich and
accompaniments they would like ahead of time, and they cannot
change their minds once they have begun to eat.  Of course, if they
meet their lunch goals, they may be given seconds.

3. Use Mealtime Rules.  Group Leaders must follow the same rules that have
been taught to the parents about using differential attention to reinforce eating
and ‘extinguish’ non-eating behaviors.  Only praise, attend to, and call on
children who are eating.  Be sure your timing is exact—that is, try not to miss
praising children who are taking bites.  Delays in praise lower its value as a
reinforcer.  However, with children who are reliably eating, you may increase
the criteria for praise (e.g., two or three bites earn a praise statement).  In this
case, be sure to be specific about what the child did to get your attention.
"Kevin, I like the way you are taking two and three bites in a row.  You have
really become an independent eater."

B. Implementation

1. Pass out lunches.  As you are bringing out the foods tell the children the lunch
choices.  "Today we have high energy sandwiches which are peanut butter and
fluff or bologna and cheese.  Plus we have chips, cookies, and Power Milk."

2. Explain about choices.  "Because the sandwiches are so high in energy you
have two choices.  First, you can choose what kind of sandwich you want.
Carol, you are sitting quietly and listening so you can choose first.  What kind
of sandwich would you like?  Next, you get to choose whether you want a
whole sandwich and milk or a half a sandwich, milk, and 10 potato chips.
Everyone gets a cookie."
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3. Repeat with each child.  When both group leaders are present, they should each
be working with a child to get their lunch to them.

4. If children finish within the time limit, allow them to pick a prize and be
excused from the table for free play.

 VII. Introduce the Lunch Sticker Chart and Lunch Contract

Note To Group Leaders:  This review may need to be done while children are eating if session
time is running out.  By now, the children should understand how the sticker charts and
contracts work so a brief review should be sufficient.

A. Introduce Lunch Sticker Chart.  Before joining the parents' group, review the
children's specific goals and contingencies for the upcoming week.  Tell the children
that they will need to stop playing now so they can talk about what they will be
working on this week.

"Just like last week, we are going to have you keep track of what you do by using a
sticker chart.  [Hold up sticker chart.]  This chart is just like the sticker charts you've
had before.”

“Whenever you get your snack energy points, you will get a sticker right here. [Point
to the snack sticker square]  Whenever you get your breakfast energy points, you will
get a sticker right here. [Point to the breakfast sticker square] And whenever you get
your lunch energy points, you will get a sticker right here." [Point to the lunch sticker
square]

Ask the children, "What will you get if you get all your energy points at snack,
breakfast, and lunch?  [Children answer.]  That's right!  You will get a sticker for
eating high energy snacks, breakfasts, and lunches.  Good answer."

B. Explain About Stickers for other Meals

1. "Just like last week, there is also a place for dinner stickers too.  But you don't
have to get more energy points at dinner.  You just have to get the SAME
energy points that you always do.  If you eat the same amount at dinner, you
will get a sticker for dinner.  What do you get if you eat the same amount at
dinner?  [There should be a chorus of correct responses.]  Great listening!  You
all will get a sticker if you eat the same amount of food at dinner."

2. "Your parents will be able to help you because they already know how much
you usually eat and that is how much they will give you.  So your parents will
tell you when you have enough energy points to meet your energy goals.  If
you want your sticker, you just have to eat what your parents give you."

C. Explain How to Get a Trophy
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1. Earning Stickers.  "Now, let’s talk about how you can earn this trophy next
week.  [Hold up next week’s trophy.]  Look down here at the bottom of the
sticker chart.  This square says, 'I got all my energy points today.'  This means
you got more energy at snack, breakfast, and lunch, and the same amount of
energy points at dinner.  If you do this then your Mom or Dad will put a sticker
in this square. How do you get a sticker in this square?"  [Wait for correct
responses and praise.]

2. Sticker Criterion.  "So, it’s just the same as last week.  If you get five out of the
seven 'I met my energy goal today' stickers this week, you get the third trophy.
[Show children the trophy for the next session.]  How many stickers do you
need to get the next trophy?"

3. Review.  Review information about how they get a sticker at the bottom of the
chart each day and the number of stickers necessary to get a trophy the
following week.

a. "What is your goal this week?"  (Answer: To eat more at snack,
breakfast and lunch)

b. "When you eat more at snack, breakfast, and lunch what should you
eat at dinner?"  (They need to eat the same amount of dinner as they
always have.  If they eat less, they will not be able to get a sticker at
dinner.)

c. "If you eat more at snack, breakfast, lunch, and the same amount at
dinner on five of the next seven, then you can get a trophy."

D. Introduce Lunch Contract.  Tell the children that their assignment for the week is to
eat more at snack, breakfast, lunch, and to eat the same amount of food they usually
eat at dinner.  If they agree to do this and they earn five stickers out of seven, then the
Group Leaders agree to award them a trophy for all their hard work.  "This paper says
that each of you agree to do this."  [Have each child sign their name on the Lunch
Contract.]

 VIII. Activity:  Energy Bingo or “Mother May I?”

 Supplies needed: Energy Bingo boards
Plain or Peanut M&M’s
Bingo Questions

A. Setting Up.  To start the game, give each player a Bingo board and at least 25 peanut
M&M’s. You may want to make Dixie cups with extra M&M’s available for the
children to eat while they are playing.  Just be sure to keep track of how much each
child eats, and make sure they have taken enzymes prior to eating.
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B. Playing.  The leader of the game reads a question from the Energy Bingo Question
Sheet.  Any player may answer, or the answer can be decided collectively.  Once the
correct answer has been agreed upon, each player may place a peanut M&M on the
space with the correct answer.  There are 25 questions and 25 spaces on each board;
therefore, every player will place a peanut M&M on his/her board after each correctly
answered question.  Because there is exactly the same number of questions as there are
spaces on the board, the leader will need to select questions in a random order so that
every player has an equal chance of winning.

C. Ending.  To win the game, a player must have five peanut M&M’s in a row vertically,
horizontally, or diagonally.  To make everyone a simultaneous winner, play until
everyone covers the entire board with peanut M&M’s.  Every player will finish
together because each board contains the identical answers arranged in a random
fashion.

D. Games.  Group Leaders may opt to include (or substitute) a more active game if
there is time or if the children seem restless.  In general, the goal is to modify a game
such that moves are dependent upon the children's ability to successfully answer
questions about how to boost breakfast calories.  For example, Group Leaders might
organize a game of "Mother May I?" in which everyone lines up against one wall and
is allowed to advance forward after answering a question about how to boost energy.
Simply use the Bingo questions as the “Mother May I?” questions and award steps to
those who get the answers correct. The leader can differentially reward children's
answers by allowing them to move forward a greater or shorter distance (e.g., 'one
baby step,' or 'two giant steps') depending upon the sophistication or accuracy of their
responses.  When a child advances far enough forward to tag the leader, then the child
can become the leader and ask questions for the next round.  If the child is younger, he
or she can be coached along by a Group Leader.

A number of other games may be modified in this way.  However, in keeping with
some CF clinics' guidelines for preventing cross-contamination, all children
should be kept an arm's distance from one another.

 IX. Children's Group Joins Parents' Group

A. Review new homework assignment.

B. Ask children to name some high energy boosters they can use to increase the calories
of their lunches.

C. Review criteria for earning trophy for next week.
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End-of-Session Checklist:

Give to parents:
• A copy of the child’s calorie intake during group

Give to children and their parents:
• Trophies
• Lunch Sticker charts
• Stickers
• A copy of child’s Lunch Contract
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Suggested Menu
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Lunch Menu

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

Drink:
8 oz. flavored milk
     w/ 2 T cream

350

Sandwiches:

Peanut butter + fluff made
with 1 T butter

(1/2 T butter each slice of
bread)

1-1/2 T peanut butter
1 T Fluff
2 slices bread
     (100 cal./slice)

100

150
50

200
Total (whole)
Total (half)

500
250

OR

Bologna and cheese made
w/ 1 T mayonnaise
2 slices bologna
1 oz. slice Amer. Cheese
2 slices of bread

100

200
Total (whole)
Total (half)

Sides
1 oz potato chips
1 Keebler penguin cookie
1/4 cup GORP

160
140
175

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Bingo Activity Supplies:

Questions and Sample Bingo Boards
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Energy Bingo Questions

1. “Which has more energy: Tostitos or Nachos with cheese and sour cream?”

2. “Which would you add to your ice cream to get the most energy:  Hershey’s Chocolate
Syrup or Hershey’s Chocolate Syrup and Nuts?”

3. “Which will use more energy: watching television or swimming?”

4. “Which has more energy: a hamburger or a cheeseburger?”

5. “Which would you drink with a snack to get more energy:  water or a Hi-C Fruit Drink?”

6. “Which would add the most energy if you put it on your waffle:  fruit or ice cream?”

7. “Which has more energy:  fat (that you find in butter) or carbohydrates (like you find in
bread)?”

8. “Will chewing gum give you as much energy as a candy bar: yes or no?”

9. “Which can you put on your bagel to add the most energy: cream cheese or jelly?”

10. “Which could you put on apple slices to add the most energy:  peanut butter or jelly?”

11. “Which would you add to your pizza to get the most energy:  pepperoni or mushrooms?”

12. “Do you need to take enzymes every time you eat a snack:  yes or no?”

13. “Which would add more energy to mashed potatoes: salt and butter or butter and gravy?”

14. “What do enzymes do?” [Digest our food]

15. “Which has more energy:  potato chips or pretzels?”

16. “Which activity uses more energy: sitting and reading a book or playing baseball?”

17. “Which has the most energy:  Sprite or Diet Sprite?”

18. “Which would add more energy to a ham sandwich:  cheese or lettuce?”

19. “Which would add more energy to a bologna sandwich:  ketchup or mayonnaise?”

20. “When would enzymes not work: 15 minutes or 3 hours after taking them?”
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ENERGY BINGO Questions

21.  “How many times a day AT LEAST should you take your enzymes?” [Four: breakfast,
lunch, dinner, and snack]

22. “Which would be the better choice to give you more energy:  plain white milk or
chocolate milk?”

23. “If you were choosing a high energy treat, which would be better:  Kit Kat or Smarties?”

24. “Which has more energy:  Peanut M&M’s or Skittles?”

25. “John and Sue both have CF. They are going to a pizza party together. John brought his
enzymes with him. Sue is going to wait to take her enzymes when she gets home. Who
made the better choice?” [John]
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SESSION 6

What’s for Dinner?
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Session 6 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Weight scale (calibrated)
• Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Activity
• T-Shirts with names ironed on them
• T-shirt paints, glitter, glue
• Painting smock
• Non-Latex gloves
• Copies of “Dinner Word Find”
• Supply of pencils
• Colored Markers and/or crayons
• Toys and videotaped movies for “free play” and siblings

Food
• See Child Session Six menu for food items
• Cooler (for transporting food)
• Ice

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzyme (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Paper plates
• Plastic cups
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Menu for each child with Dinner goals included
• Dinner contract
• Example of Sticker Chart (see parent manual)
• Stickers
• Grab bag with prizes
• Trophies for each child
• One example of Session Seven trophy

WHAT’S FOR DINNER?
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 I. Greeting and Group Preparation

A. Greeting.  As always, greet each family as they arrive.  Personalize greetings by
asking children about events they may have anticipated and talked about during the
last session.  This is especially important if a child had a birthday during the previous
week.  This sends the children the message that the Group Leaders are interested in
them as individuals and attend to their input during group.  Let the children know that,
as usual, they will be weighed in their street clothes (without shoes) before group
begins.

B. Obtain Enzymes.  Inform the parent(s) that pizza with cheese and Power Milk will be
served in group today and obtain the appropriate type and dose of enzymes.

C. Set Calorie Goals.  Ask each parent if the child ate before coming to group so that the
in-session dinner goal can be appropriately modified.  That is, if the child had
breakfast immediately before arriving for a morning group, then the calorie goal for
the session meal should be set at half the child’s goal.

D. Coordination of Session.  One group leader should weigh all the children as they
arrive while the other group leader engages the children in decorating T-shirts.  When
all children are present and have been weighed, the Leaders should begin the session.

E. Decorating T-shirts.  During this session the child activity should be decorating the T-
shirts with paints, glitter, etc.  The leaders can decide if they want to allow the children
to freely decorate or if they want the children to put their hand prints on each other’s
shirts.  See Activity section below.

 II. Weigh Children

 Equipment Needed: Digital (Scaletronix) Scale
Anthropometric Measurement Sheets for Each Child

A. Weigh Children.  All children should be weighed without shoes when they arrive.

 III. Review Lunch Sticker Charts

GOALS: 1.  WEIGH CHILDREN
2.  REVIEW STICKER CHARTS
3.  REVIEW POSITIVE EATING BEHAVIORS THE CHILDREN 
     HAVE LEARNED
4.  PROVIDE PRACTICE DINNER MEAL: DESIGNER PIZZA
5.  TEACH CHILDREN TO IDENTIFY HIGH CALORIE
     ADDABLES AND FOODS AT DINNER
6.  ACTIVITY:  DECORATING T-SHIRTS
7. PREPARE CHILDREN FOR TWO WEEK BREAK
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A. Obtain Lunch Sticker Charts.  As always, the sticker charts should be delivered or
picked up from the Parent Group.

B. Review Lunch Sticker Charts.  As per the usual protocol, the Group Leader reviewing
the charts should be very positive and find something in each child’s sticker chart to
praise.  Use the protocol for awarding, withholding, and removing trophies described
in Sessions One through Four.  As always, allow the children who earned trophies to
hold them until it is time for them to go on to the next activity.  At that time, simply
set the trophies aside until the end of the session.  By this session all of the children
should have earned a trophy.

C. Follow-up on Lunch Discussion.  It’s important to follow-up on the discussion about
lunch conducted last session.

1. Ask the Children About Lunches During Week.  Ask the children how their
lunches went during the week.  Did they have any problems meeting their
energy goals?  Were they able to get and take their enzymes in a timely way?

2. Note Any Continuing Problems Reported Regarding Lunch.  If any child
reports that they had continuing difficulties at lunch, make a mental note to
provide this feedback to the Parent Group Leader.  Problem areas to assess
include lack of sufficient calories provided or eaten at lunch, enzymes not
provided in a timely way, and any continuing difficulties children may have in
taking enzymes at school, etc.

 IV. Teach Children How to Increase Calories at Dinner, and Serve Practice Meal

NOTE:  Due to necessary delays in getting pizzas prepared, cooked, and served, the teaching of
calories should occur concurrently with the practice meal.

A. Preparation.  As always, the Group Leaders should know the children's dinner calorie
goals for the upcoming week, and these goals should be noted on each child’s menu.

1. Design-Your-Own-Pizza.  The dinner menu, “Designer Pizza,” allows the
children to meet their calorie goals easily.  The toppings are dense in calories
and most children will meet their dinner goals by eating just half of an
individual pizza.  Thus, specific topping choices are not critical, but good
choices should be encouraged and praised.

2. Use of Differential Attention.  By Session Six, the use of differential attention
to eating and not eating should be automatic for Group Leaders.  Praising
should occur immediately following a child’s bite and children who are not
eating should be ignored until they take a bite.  The timing of differential
attention continues to be a key component of treatment.

B. Implementation
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1. Describe Pizza Topping Choices.  [As the Group Leaders are placing the pizza
toppings on the table in front of the children, they should tell them that they are
practicing increasing calories at dinner and will be given choices for doing so.]
"Today we are working on how to get lots of energy from dinner.  You are
each going to design your own personal pizza!  You can make a face or a
design on your pizza, and you can choose the toppings you would like.  The
pizza toppings we have today are olive oil to go on the crust, pizza sauce,
mozzarella cheese, pepperoni slices, and olives!  All of these things are loaded
with energy!  We also have green peppers so that you can make a smile on
your pizza."

2. State Energy Points in Each Topping.  [The Group Leaders should also make a
point of stating the calories in each topping.]  For example, “Here is the pizza
sauce.  A fourth a cup of this sauce has 60 energy points!”

3. Praise Topping Choices.  [As children are picking toppings, be sure to praise
them for their choices.]  For example, "Mike, I like the way you decided to put
pepperoni slices on top of the cheese!  That’s a really smart way to make a
pizza!"

4. Child Refusal of Topping.  If a child refuses a certain topping or says he that
he hates a particular item, tell him, "You will need to get your energy points
from your pizza today in order to pick a prize.  If you decide not to put
_______ on your pizza, that’s okay, but you will need to either add more
_________ or eat more of your pizza.  It’s your choice."

5. Assist Children with Preparation.  Both Group Leaders should be working
separately with the children to help them measure out portions and help them
make topping choices.  It is helpful to have each child’s dinner menu close at
hand so as to refer to the number of calories needed, the number of calories in
each topping portion, and to record the amount of each topping chosen by the
child.

6. Coordinate Cooking and Serving Pizzas.  As soon as a child has finished
making up his or her pizza, immediately pop the pizza in the toaster oven.
There will be short delays (i.e., 8-10 minutes) in getting each child’s pizza
cooked and served, so keep the children engaged in a discussion of Dinner
Calorie Boosters throughout the preparation period.  See Section C below for
specific suggestions for doing this.
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7. 20-Minute Time Limit.  Encourage each child to begin eating as soon as his or
her pizza has cooled sufficiently.  Praise children for beginning to eat their
meal as soon as they get it.  "I like the way you started eating as soon as I gave
you your pizza, Jenny!  That is really smart eating!"  Also praise big bites,
chewing quickly, taking one bite after another, and swallowing food quickly.
Begin the 20 minute time limit for each child when he or she begins eating
(i.e., don’t wait for everyone to get their pizzas as this will take too long).

C. Teaching Children to Increase Dinner Calories

1. Use Actions To Teach.  Once again, the primary means of teaching during this
session should be via the Group Leaders’ attention.  Differential attention is
extremely important.  You must pay attention to all appropriate eating and
praise it.  Likewise, you must not attend to inappropriate behaviors such as
licking empty utensils, staring at food, talking without taking bites.

2. Provide Information about Dinner Energy Boosters.  Once the children are all
eating, review the high energy dinner foods.  Be sure you have a list of the
children's usual dinner foods and ideas to boost the calories of these foods
(adding butter, cheese, heavy cream).  Also have a list of high calorie dinner
foods handy.

a. A Brief Warning.  By this time in the treatment, the children have
heard suggestions about how to boost calories repeatedly.  They may
become easily bored, restless, and even irritable if they feel the Group
Leaders are not acknowledging the fact that similar information has
been provided before.  Thus, it can be challenging to ensure that the
children have integrated the calorie information without alienating
them with too much repetition.  Use all your clinical skills to walk this
fine line.

b. Teaching Options.  There are at least two ways to conduct the Dinner
Calorie Booster teaching segment.  A personalized discussion
regarding ways to boost each child’s typical dinner calories may be
conducted, and/or a Guessing Game may be played.

c. Personalized Dinner Boosters.  Before Session, Group Leaders should
review each child’s dinners as recorded on the past six weeks of diet
diaries.  A list of personalized calorie boosters can then be generated
based on this extensive baseline data.  This information can then be
used in an interactive way by asking the children what they usually
have for dinner and helping them generate ideas about ways to boost
the energy in their typical dinners.

 i. Possible pitfalls.  Younger children often have difficulty providing
this information in a coherent way.  Thus, this type of discussion
may end up being one-sided and more didactic than is
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recommended.  However, this approach can make a discussion of
dinner boosters more relevant for older children. Therefore,
Leaders may choose to use this approach with older children and
use the Guessing Game, described below, with younger children.

d. Guessing Game.  One fun way to teach the children to make high
energy food choices is to play a guessing game in which you name two
foods and ask which has more energy.  Examples of this are as
follows:

 i. "Sam, nice bite.  I like the way you are chewing so fast.  What has
more energy, a cheeseburger or a plain hamburger? [Child
answers] Excellent answer!  The cheeseburger has more energy
because it has cheese on it.  Good thinking."

 ii. "What has more energy, juice or milk? Sarah, you are eating
quickly—what do you think, milk or juice?  [Child answers]  That
is exactly right!  Milk has more calories.”

 iii. “Now for the bonus question.  How can you make milk have more
energy?  [A child answers]  Unbelievable!  Greg took a bite,
chewed, and swallowed so fast and then knew the answer was to
add syrup!  Fantastic!  You all are really learning to be smart
energy thinkers.  It’s really great how fast you have learned how to
get lots of energy from food."

 iv. Props.  Pictures from magazines may be used as props for this
discussion.  An example of this would be to hold up a picture of a
glass of orange juice and a picture of a glass of milk and ask the
children which has more energy.

 v. Stickers.  To increase the children’s motivation to play, you can
award stickers for correct answers and eating while answering.  Be
enthusiastic and make it a big deal when children know which
foods are high in energy.

D. Talk about Trying New Foods During Dinner.  [Be sure to include a discussion about
the fact that new foods will be introduced at meals this week.]  “One of the best ways
to get lots of energy is to eat lots of different kinds of food.  Some foods have a lot of
energy and some foods have just a little bit of energy.  The greater number of different
types of food you eat, the more chances you have to eat foods with lots of energy.
This week, your parents are going to give you some new foods to try every once in
awhile.  You don’t have to like the new foods, but it’s important to try them, because
you might find out that you really like something!  How would it be if you’d never had
a chocolate chip cookie before and one day your Mom asked you to try one, and you
said, ‘No thanks, Mom.’  Then, you would never know how much you love to eat
chocolate chip cookies, right?  So, your parents are going to make sure that you’re not
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missing out on some really good foods.  They’ll give you a little bite to try and if you
decide you like it, you can have more.”

[Assess attending and understanding through the usual question, praise, and    expand
approach.]

 V. Preparing Children for Two-Week Break between Sessions Six and Seven

A. Discuss Upcoming Two-Week Break.  Tell children that there will not be a group
meeting next week and provide rationale for two-week break between sessions.

1. [Sample dialogue]  "We won't be meeting together for two weeks.  Usually, we
have group every week but this time we're going to skip a week."

2. [Provide rationale]  "The reason we're missing a week is because you've all
learned lots of great ways to get more energy from your food and how to eat
more at every meal and every snack.  That's a lot to learn and you've all done a
great job!  Now, we want you to practice all of the new things you've learned
for two weeks without our help.  We know you can do it because you've
learned so much!"

3. Announce Graduation Party.  Let the children know that when they come back
for the last session, they will have a party.

a. “When you come back in two weeks, we will have a party to celebrate
all your hard work!  And the best part is that if you work really hard
during the next two weeks, you can earn this big, fancy trophy that
says, ‘Super-Duper Energizer’ on it!”

B. Transition to Activity.  As always, those children who finish their meal or meet their
calorie goals within the specified time can choose a prize from the grab bag and begin
the activity.

 VI. Activity:  Personalized T-shirts

Supplies Needed:  T-shirts
Press-on letters
Permanent paints, glitter
Brushes
Old shirts to protect children’s clothes while painting
Iron

A. Personalized T-shirts.  Allow children to decorate T-shirts with paints, glitter, etc.
You may consider having children put their hand print on each other’s T-shirt as part
of decoration.  If this is done children can wear gloves so they do not get paint all over
themselves.  Be sure to place cardboard in shirt so the front and back do not stick
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together when painted.  Do not give the children their T-shirts to take home.  Allow
the T-shirts to dry on a flat surface and bring them back for Session Seven so the
children can wear them in the group photograph taken at their Graduation Party.  The
T-shirts also serve as an incentive for children to return to the last session which is
sometimes difficult for them to do.

 VII. Optional Activities:  Word and Picture Finds

Supplies Needed:  Iron
Copies of “Dinner Word Find” Sheet
Copies of “Dinner Picture Find” Sheet
Pencils and Markers

A. Word and Picture Find Games.  If there is extra time, optional activities include Word
and Picture Finds that are comprised of high and low calorie words or pictures.  On the
“Dinner Word Find,” there is a list of the foods included at the bottom of the sheet.
The older children are to circle only the high calorie food items.  Younger children
who have not yet learned to read should be given the “Picture Finds” to work on
instead.

 VIII. Introduce Dinner Sticker Chart and Dinner Contract

Note To Group Leaders:  This review can be done relatively quickly.  By now, the children
will understand how the sticker charts and contracts work, so a quick review should suffice if
time is limited.

A. Introduce Dinner Sticker Chart.  Before joining the parents' group, review the
children's specific goals and contingencies for the upcoming week.  Tell the children
that they will need to stop playing now so they can talk about what they will be
working on this week.

1. "Just like every other week, we are going to have you keep track of what you
do at meals by using a sticker chart.  You will get two sticker charts this week
because we won’t see you next week."  [Hold up sticker chart]
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2. Sticker Chart Instructions.  “These charts are just like last week’s.  Whenever
you meet your energy goal at snack you will get a sticker right here. [Point to
the snack sticker square]  Whenever you meet your energy goal at breakfast,
you will get a sticker right here.  [Point to the breakfast sticker square]
Whenever you eat a high energy lunch, you will get a sticker here.  [Point to
lunch sticker square]  And now this week, whenever you meet your new dinner
energy goals, you will get a sticker here.  [Point to the Dinner sticker square]
So, the way that these sticker charts are different from the other ones you’ve
had is that you will be getting more energy at ALL your meals!  Boy, you guys
are going to have tons of energy to do all of the things you like to do! What
will you get if you meet your energy goals at meals?  [Children answer]  That's
right you will get stickers for eating high energy meals.  Good answer."

a. New Foods stickers.  “There’s a new box on this sticker chart.  Right
down here at the bottom is a place for your Mom or Dad to put a
sticker each time you try a new food.  Every time you try a new food,
you will get a sticker right here.  [Point to the ‘I tried a new food
today’ square]  You don't have to try a new food every day, but every
time you do try a new food, you will get a sticker right here.   [Point to
the new food sticker square]  Maggie, you are listening very carefully.
Tell me what will happen each time you try a new food? [Child
answers]  That’s right!  You will get a sticker here!”

B. Explain How to Get a Trophy

1. Earning Stickers.  "Now, let’s talk about how you can earn this trophy next
week.  [Hold up next week’s trophy]  Look down here at the bottom of the
sticker chart.  This square says, 'I met my energy goal today.'  This means you
ate more snack, more breakfast, more lunch, and more dinner!  If you do this
then your Mom or Dad will put a sticker in this square.  How do you get a
sticker in this square?" [Children answer]

2. Sticker Criterion.  "So, it’s just the same as last week.  If you get five out of the
seven 'I met my energy goal today' stickers this week you get this big trophy.
[Show children the trophy for the next session]  How many stickers do you
need to get the next trophy?"  [Children answer]

C. Introduce Dinner Contract.  Tell the children that their assignment for the week is to
eat more at dinner.  They will also need to try new foods this week any time their
parents serve them something new.  If they agree to do these things and earn five
stickers out of seven days, then the Group Leaders agree to award them a trophy for all
their hard work.  "This paper says that each of you agree to do this."  Tell the children
they will fill out the actual privileges they can earn with their parents in a minute.

 IX. Children’s Group Joins Parents' Group
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A. Review homework assignment:  Increase calories at dinner.  The children will now be
taking in more calories at all meals and snacks.

B. Eat all meals within 20 minutes.

C. Review children's knowledge of high energy dinner foods.

D. Review criteria for trophy.

E. Complete Dinner Contracts with Parents.

End-of-Session Checklist:
• Trophies earned by children
• Two Dinner Sticker Charts
• Stickers (enough for two weeks)
• Copy of child’s in-session calorie intake to parents
• Dinner Contracts
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Suggested Menu
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Dinner Menu

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten

“Power Milk”
Whole Milk
2 T of Heavy Cream
2 T flavored syrup

150
100
100

Total: 350

Designer Pizza

½  small Boboli Crust
1 T Olive oil
2 oz mozzarella cheese
¼ c Traditional Prego
sauce

200
120
200
60

Subtotal for Pizza 580

Other toppings:

Pepperoni Slice (1 slice)
Olive  (1 olive)
Green Pepper (1 oz = 5 cal)

9
6

Total Calories
Consumed:
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Word Find Activity
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                                   ENERGIZERS' WORD SEARCH

T H E Q M U S H R O O M S F O L J U I C E D O V E R T H X
L E T T U C E S T H E Q P I S K B R O W N F I X C U MP E
D O V E R T H E L A Z I A O O C R E A M E D C O R N O W N
P L A I N B R E A D V E G T U H L A Z Y D O E S A H E Q C
I C K C R O W N F O X J H M P E C A N P I E C E N A Z Y A
O G S H D A R K T U R K E Y M E A T O J U M R E B O D E R
B A K E D P O T A T O T T E Q S S C L A R C E L E R Y D R
M P L E M O N A D E E L T Z Y E E G I L S E A U R C K E O
O W N S T U F F I N G W I T H G R A V Y A Z M D R G O V T
E Q U E C K B R O R A N G E J U M P E D L D F R Y H MI S
Z Y D P G S T H E B A K E D B E A N S F A L L U S P T L T
V E M I L K S H A K E O G S T H E Q U I D O O R A W D E I
X J U Z P E O O V E R T H E G G N O G O G S A H U Q I D C
S B R Z B U T T E R E D D I N N E R R O L L T A C O S E K
G O T A E Q A I C K B R Y W N F X O J U A P P L E S R G S
N U D R U R H A O R T W Q Z U K C G A B L N R W A L O G O
O G L A R W L A B N W Q Y O A S T M Y N T Z L M B R J S K

FIND THESE WORDS AND CIRCLE THE HIGH ENERGY FOODS:

1.    CHEESE PIZZA 14.  CREAMED CORN
2.    LETTUCE 15.  BUTTERED DINNER ROLL
3.    SPAGHETTI 16.  JUICE
4.    SALAD 17.  STUFFING WITH GRAVY
5.    BAKED POTATO 18.  CELERY
6.    SODA 19.  CARROT STICKS
7.    MILKSHAKE 20.  OLIVES
8.    CRANBERRY SAUCE 21.  BAKED BEANS
9.    PECAN PIE 22.  CHEESE
10.  ORANGE 23.  APPLES
11.  DARK TURKEY MEAT 24.  EGG NOG
12.  PLAIN BREAD 25.  MUSHROOMS
13.  TACOS 26.  SOUP

27.  DEVILED EGGS
28.  LEMONADE
29.  ICECREAM
       FLOAT
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Session 7

Last Treatment Group:
“Sick Days” and Graduation Party
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Session 7 Supplies

Anthropometric Measurement
• Paper Gowns (sized appropriately for children in group)

o Available from:   Owens and Minor Inc.
  3300 Turfway Rd.
   Suite 120
   Erlanger, KY
   Phone number - (859) 282-7910

o Description - pediatric exam gown - fabri-soft, pediatric print, Item # 280.
o They come 50 per box and are approximately $19.87 per box.

• Measurement Tools/Equipment:
o Holtain Height board (wall mounted)
o Weight scale (calibrated)
o Post-Tx Anthropometric Recording Form for each child

Activity
• Frame Decorating Supplies

o Clear plastic picture frames (or popsicle sticks)
o Paints (designed for use on plastic and wood)
o Glue
o Glitter
o Small brushes

• Party supplies
o Colorful tablecloth
o Party plates
o Party cups
o Party napkins
o Colored crepe paper streamers
o Balloons

• Toys and videotaped movies for “free play” and siblings
• Polaroid camera with film to take group photo for each child
• Children’s personalized T-shirts

Food
• Ingredients for High Calorie Beverages (see Session Seven menu)
• Cooler (for transporting food)
• Ice
• Blender

Child Food Service
• Supply of each type of enzymes (in case families forget)
• Measuring utensils (scale, measuring cups and spoons)
• Plastic eating utensils
• Serving utensils
• Small paper cups for serving applesauce and enzymes
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• Toaster Oven

Child Group Forms/Supplies
• Menu for each child with Snack goals
• Trophies for children
• Grab-bag prizes
• Fun games and movie videos for “free play”

LAST TREATMENT GROUP:
“SICK DAYS” & GRADUATION PARTY
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 I. Anthropometric Measurements

 Equipment Needed:      Digital (Scaletronix) Scale
     A paper hospital gown for each child
     Anthropometric Measurement forms for each child

A. Obtain Anthropometric Measurements.  Today's measurements will take longer
because the children will receive all measurements and will need to change into paper
gowns.  Families may be asked to arrive a few minutes early for session to allow for
this.

B. Measurement Protocol.  The weighing and measuring of the children should be
conducted as described in Session One.

1. Weight in Street Clothes.  First, weigh the first child to arrive in his or her
street clothes (without shoes).

2. Height.  Second, measure the child’s height while in street clothes.  Be sure to
use the correct body positioning (including asking the child to take a deep
breath) when conducting this measurement.

3. Have Children Change into Paper Gowns.  Third, after the child’s height has
been measured, have the child change into a paper gown.  While the first child
is changing, begin weighing and measuring the height of a second child.

4. Weight in Paper Gowns.  After the first child has changed into a paper gown,
he or she should be weighed again.

5. Coordination of Measurements.  Finally, when the first child has been weighed
and measured and the second child has changed into a paper gown, send the
first child to change back into street clothes while the second child’s weight in
a paper gown is obtained.

6. Repeat procedure until all children are weighed and measured.

GOALS: 1.  TO OBTAIN POST WEIGHT AND HEIGHT MEASURES
2.  TO TEACH CHILDREN ABOUT USE OF HIGH ENERGY

BEVERAGES WHEN FEELING SICK
3.  TO TEACH CHILDREN TO RETURN TO A HIGH ENERGY
     DIET AFTER BEING SICK
4.  FOR CHILDREN TO ENJOY LAST GROUP
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7. Data Recording.  One Group Leader should be responsible for recording all
measurements.  Before a child is sent out to play with the other Group Leader,
the data sheet should be checked for completeness.

C. Free Play.  While one Group Leader is assisting with the measurements, the second
Group Leader should be engaged in conversation and free play with the other children.
It is important that no more than two children are being measured at once as this can
be distracting and difficult for the measurer to manage.

 II. Review Sticker Charts

A. Review Sticker Charts.  If the sticker charts have been delivered from the Parent
Group, proceed with a review of the charts and awarding of trophies.  If you have not
yet received the sticker charts, defer this until later in the group.  Remember that each
child should have two sticker charts.

1. It is very important to praise the children for meeting their “Total Daily
Calorie” goals as well as “Dinner Calorie” goals.

[Sample dialogue]  "Wow, Sammy!  You worked really hard for two weeks and
earned your ‘Total Energy Points’ stickers almost every day!  I see here, you
earned 10 out of 14 stickers!  That's awesome!"

2. While praising the children, be sure to emphasize their progress during the past
seven weeks and review the things they have learned (i.e., how to make healthy
food choices so their bodies get lots of energy).  Let them know that they now
know everything they need to know about how to choose foods that will help
them get lots of energy and grow strong and tall.

3. Award trophies.  Award trophies earned according to protocol described
previously.

 III. Graduation from Group

Supplies Needed: Streamers
Balloons
Colored Tablecloth
Party Cups

A. Celebration.  The last group should be conducted as a celebration for completing the
group and learning to increase calories.

1. The room should be decorated with balloons, streamers, a colorful tablecloth,
and brightly colored cups.  Party hats may also be made available.

2. The foods served are snack treats such as trail mix, microwaved French fries,
chips with dip, and high calorie beverages (see Session Seven menu).  The
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focus of the session will be on introducing the children to a variety of high
calorie beverages they can have when they are sick with the flu or a cold and
do not feel like eating.  The beverages should be served in special party cups.

B. High Calorie Beverages.  The children should try one sip of each available beverage
and then choose one they would like to have.  Serve each child 6 oz. of the drink of
her choice.  The children should drink the beverage of their choice with their snack
while the discussion of sick days is going on.

1. Enzymes.  As always, be sure that each child takes enzymes prior to tasting
beverages and eating snack foods.

a. Taste Test.  Go through each of the drinks with the group as a whole.
Serve everyone a small taste of each drink and tell the children to
remember their favorite.  You can make this more interesting and fun
for the children by turning it into a judging contest such as in a taste-
test or public survey.  As the children are trying each drink you should
praise them for trying new things.  You can also tell them what is in
each drink.

2. Party Snacks.  Have pre-measured portions of each snack food available for the
children to try.  Be sure to keep track of how much of each item each child
eats.

 IV. How to Get More Energy on Sick Days

A. Effects of Illness on Appetite.  Tell the children that often when people have a cold or
the flu they do not feel like eating.  However, this is when their body needs food the
most to help fight off the illness and get better.

1. Illness Process and Effects.  "Often when children with CF get sick they don’t
eat very much.  Then, when they feel better, their stomachs have gotten smaller
and they do not want to eat as much as they did before they got sick.  Also,
after they are sick, children with CF may feel weaker and may not be as strong
as they were before they got sick.  They might not have a lot of energy which
means they need to start eating again as soon as they get better."

B. How to Get Healthy Again.  Tell the children that when they are sick, their body feels
especially weak and that they need to really pay attention to getting back their strength
and energy by eating as much as they can.

1. [Sample dialogue]  "It is important to get extra energy even when you don't
feel like eating.  One way to do this is to drink high calorie beverages like the
ones we are trying today."
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2. [Sample dialogue]  "Another thing that helps when you are sick is to go back to
eating a lot when you feel better."

3. Returning to Pre-Illness Calorie Levels.  "To keep strong you need to teach
your stomach to get big enough to handle a lot of energy as soon as you can,
even if you do not feel like it at first.  Your parents are learning that as soon as
you start to feel better, they should go back to giving you the same amount of
food as before you were sick.  They will do it just like you learned in group—
one meal at a time.  This may be hard, so you and your parents may need to
think of special rewards when you work hard to get more energy."

 V. Transition to Activity and End of Group

Supplies Needed: Polaroid camera with film
Clear plastic picture frames (or Popsicle sticks)
Paints (designed for use on plastic and wood)
Glue
Glitter
Small brushes

A. Saying Good-bye.  It's important to recognize that today's session is the last one so that
the children can anticipate this and have an opportunity to say good-bye to the Group
Leaders and the other children in the group.  This should be done in an upbeat way
with an emphasis on the children's accomplishments.

1. [Sample dialogue—for children four to eight]  "Well, today is our last group
and that's why we decided to have a party for all of you!  You have all done a
fantastic job learning how to make smart food choices so you will have lots of
energy to do the things you like to do.  It's important to remember that you will
need to keep making those smart food choices even though you won't be
coming to the group anymore.  What will you need to do after group ends?
[Pause for children to respond]  That's right!  You will all need to keep eating
high energy foods so you can run and jump and do the things you like to do.”

B. Activity.  "We've had a lot of fun meeting with all of you every week!  You worked
really hard each week to meet your energy goals.  In fact, you've learned so much, that
we think it's time for you to celebrate.  Today, we have lots of fun games for you to
play!  Everyone has finished making their T-shirts (which are now dry) and we will
give those to you to put on so we can take a picture of everyone in the group.  Each of
you will get a group photograph to take home with you.  We also brought in some
special paints and glitter so that you can each decorate a personalized picture frame for
your photo."

1. Have the children put on their T-shirts and stand together for a group
photograph.  Take enough Polaroid shots so that there is one copy for each
child to take home.
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Bring out the games and craft supplies and help children make personalized
picture frames or play board games.  They should be given a choice in what
they would like to do.

C. Free Play.  After discussing sick days, eating snack, and making their picture frame,
the children should be engaged in a variety of fun activities.  Popular board games and
other (non-food related) activities should be available for the children to choose freely.
Relatively few demands should be placed on the children during this group.

 VI. Children’s Group Joins Parents’ Group

A. Review children's knowledge of what they can do when they are sick to get energy.
(Answer:  Drink high calorie beverages)

B. Review children's knowledge of what they should do as soon as they feel better.
(Answer:  Eat a lot of food to help you feel stronger)

C. Say Good-bye.
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Suggested Menu
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Session 7 Menu

CHILD _________________                DATE__________

Food Calories Child Consumed Calories Eaten
Champions Chocolate
Shake

½ c. whole milk
½ c. Haagen Dazs Vanilla

ice cream
1 T Heavy Cream
2 T chocolate syrup

75

270
50
110

Total=505 (8 oz. =288)
Orange Julius

½ c. Haagan Dazs Vanilla
ice cream

½ c. orange sherbet
½ c. orange juice
½ c. whole milk
1 T of Heavy cream

270
120
55
75
50

Total: 570 (8 oz = 248)
Individual Microwave
French fries (1 box) 260

Ruffles Potato Chips (1 oz)
Ranch Dip (2 T)

160
70

GORP (Peanuts, Raisins,
M&M’s) 447 (for 3 oz)

Chocolate Crunch Surprise

Cheerios, Rice Chex, Real
Milk Chocolate Chips,
Pretzels, Vegetable corn oil,
and dry roasted peanuts

374 (for 2 oz)

Total Calories
Consumed:
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